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Bill of Complaint
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To The Tokyo Disirict Court Civil Affairs Division
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and agent ad litem Hideo Chigusa seal
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Plaintiffi AMD Japan Ltd

Represented by

Representative Director David Michael Use

Shinjuku NS Bldg 5th floor 2-4-1 Nishisbinjulcu Shinjuku-ku

Tokyo 163-0839

Counsel to Plaintiff

represented by Hideo Chigusa

3-4-23 Higashinakano Nakano-icu Tokyo 164-0003

TEL 03-3361-5797

FAX 03-3361-5797

Counsel to Plaintiff Motokazu Kikuchi Chief

ditto Yukio Yanagida

ditto Naoki Yanagida

ditto Keiko Kouno

ditto Kazuya Yoncyania

Yanagida Bc Nornura Law Fiim

Mailing address

1310 North Tower Yurakucho Denki Building

7-i Yurakucbo 1-chorne Chiyoda-loi Tokyo 100-0006

TEL 03-3213-0034

FAX 03-3214-5234

Defendant Intel Japan Ltd

Represented by

Representative Director Kazuinasa Yosbida

5-6 Toukodai Tsukuba-shi Ibaragi Prefectwe 300-2635
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Case of Damage Claims

Amount of claims 6045600O00 yen

Amount of stamps affixeth 12070000 yen
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Prayer for Relief

Plaintiff hereby claims that the following judgment and provisional execution be declared

Defendant shall pay Plaintiff the sum of 55000000 fifty-five millionU.S dollars

and additional amount of payments at five per cent per annum from the next day of

delivery of this Bill of Complaint until all payments are made

All
expenses

incurred by this action shall be borne by Defcndant

Causes Action

Parties

Plaintiff AMD Japan Ltd hereinafter called AMD Japan wholly owned Japanese

corporation of U.S corporation Advanced Micro Devices Inc hereinafter called

AMD USA has its head office on the fifth floor of Shinjuku NS Building at 2-4-1

Nisbishinjuku Shinjulcu-ku Tokyo and is doing business as sales agent of AMID

USA in Japan in the sales of x86 fimily central processing units hereinafter called

CPU to be installed in personal computers hereinafter called PCmanufactured

by AIvI USA CPU manufactured and sold by AMD USA is hereinafter called

ANJ-made CPU and the AMID group centered around AMD USA is called

Defendant Japanese corporation wholly owned by Intel International which is in turn

wholly owned by Intel Corporation hereinafter called Intel USA located in Santa

Clara California U.S.K has its head office at 5-6 Toukodai Tsukuba-shi Ibaragi

Prefecture and is doing business in Japan in import and sales of CPUs manufactured

and sold by Intel USA CPU manufactured and sold by Intel USA is hereinafter called

ftjtel made CPU and the Intel group centered around Intel USA is called Intel

II Unlawful Acts of Defendants

Overview of Unlawful Acts
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Defendant being dominant business in the market of CPUs for PCs in Japan abused

its dominant position in the market and was engaged in the following unlawfiul acts

hereinafter called Unlawful Acts of this Case for the purpose of excluding AIvID-made

CPUs imported and sold by Plaintiff who is one of the competitors from the Japanese

market of CPUs for PCs

Exclusionary conducts against AMD

Defendant committed exclusionary conducts by pressuring of Japanese PC

manufacturers Le. manufacturers/distributors of PCs having head offices in Japan which

are Nippon Eleciric Co. Ltd.hereinafter called NEC Fujitsu Ltd. hereinafter called

Fujitsu Sony Corporation hereinafter called Sony Toshiba Corporation

hereinafter called Toshiba and Hitachi Ltd. hereinafter called Hitachi not to adopt

the competitors CPUs regarding CPUs to be installed in all or most PCs or those

belonging to particular product lines that are called xx series by means of promising to

offer rebates or fund called market development fttnd hereinafter called MDF
relevant to Intel-made CPUs under either of the following conditions to

Keep MSS ia. marlcet share of CPUs to be installed in PCs manufactured and sold by

Intel Corporation relative to those manuhctured and sold by domestic PC

manufacturers at 100% and not adopt CiPUs manufactured and sold by businesses

other than Intel Corporation hereinafter called Competitors CPUs

Keep MSS 90% and restrict the share of Competitors CPUS at 10% or lower

or

Not to adopt Competitors CPUs regarding CPUs to be installed in all PCs belonging to

multiple product lines that are produced in higher volume than others among PC

product lines called xx series.

Interference with AMDs business activities

CD Interference with posting information on products loaded with AMD-made CPUs oia

catalogs and Web sites.
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Defendant asked domestic PC manufacturers to remove their products loaded with

AMD-made CPUs from their catalogs and Internet Web sites posting PC products

manufactured and sold by them and forced them to modify related information so that

general consumers have hard time viewing it

Interference with proposed deals highly effective in advertising AMD-rnade CPUs

Defendant interfered with proposed deals expected to be highly effective in

advertising AMD-made CPUs by means of intimating special finding for its

business customers or unfavorable treatments in the business deals

Interference with launch events

Defendant interfered with presentation events for new products called launch

event for AMID-made CPUs by means of pressuring business customers including

domestic PC manufactures who had been planning to participate in such launch

events to decline participation

Instruction to delete/modify articles on AMID-made CPUs in PC magazines

Defendant prevented the fair evaluation of AMD-made CPUs from being

published forcing editors of PC magazines to delete thei articles on AMD-made

CPUs to be jEmblished in the magazines edited and issued by said editors and to

modify the contents of their articles highly evaluating the performance of said

CPUs by means of intimating unfavorable treatments in the business deals in the

event they do not follow Defendants intent for example by saying We wont run

the ad again or rent out our products

Specific Unlawful Acts against Each Business Customer and the Circumstances

Related to NEC

Interference with the release of ValueStar U-series

Defendant
pressured subsidiary of NEC NEC Custom Technica Ltd currently

NEC Personal Products LtcL hereinafler called Custom Technica who had been in
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the business of development and production of PCs for mass consumption to cancel or

postpone production and sales of desktop PCs loaded with Athron bland name of the

newly released AMD-made CPU which is called ValuStar U-series and planned to be

released by the company in October of 1999 by stating that IfNEC would like to

succeed in this project it should not become the first manufacturer to adopt Athron in

Japan regarding the joint venture project as provider with Intel USA planned by NEC at

that time which ended up delaying the release to January of 2000

As result the first domestic PC model loaded with Athron which was AMDs

new flagship product was commercially produced not by NEC the largest domestic

PC manufacturer at that time but by another ræanufacturer

Exclusion from ValueStar L-series

Since around April of 2002 Defendant has been making proposal to Custom

Tecimica that AMD-made CPUs for all PC models belonging to ValueStar L-series of

desktop PCs that bad been continuously adopting AMD-made PCs be switched to Intel-

made CPUs from the model introduced in the fall of 2002 telling them that it would

offer rebates if they accept said proposal but if they dont it would stop disclosing

information on its development plan for new Intel products called roadmap and

forced them to exclude AMD-made CPUs from the ValueStar L-series from the model

introduced in the fall of 2004 although it was not the time for renewal of the platform

i.e design standard regulating all PC specifications also terfned basic environment

Funding contingent upon the share restriction at 10%

In and around the first half of 2002 Defendant agreed with NEC Solutions Co Ltd

who was then controlling the overall PC business of NEC to offer financial assistance

in the amount of appioxirnately 300 million yen under the conditions that Intel-made

CPUs be installed in no less than 90% of NEC-made PCs and Competitors CPUs

including those by AMID be restricted to less than 10%
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Defendant continued to bring down the share of AND-made CPUs installed in

NEC-made Its by making similar agreements and has been maintaining the level of

below 10% since around 2004 to the present

Related to Fujitsu

Request for removal of models loaded with AND-made CPUs from Web sites

In the approximate period from .lune to August of 2002 Defendant pressured

Fujitsu to remove models loaded with AMD-made CPUs from the Internet Web sites

posting lineup of desktop PC products manufactared and sold by them for businesses

As result images and information of the models loaed with AMD-made CPUs were

removed from the Web sites posting lineup of Fujitsu-made PCs so that they can be

viewed only after clicking once on model loaded with an Intel-made CPU.

Request to remove models loaded with AMD-made CPUs from the product catalog

In and around January of 2003 Defendant requested that Fujitsu remove its PC

models for businesses loaded with AlvlI-made CPUs from Fujitsus product catalog in

exchange thr offering discounts on the price of Intel-made CPU Celeron as much as

pleasing

Preventing prodixctization of FMV LIFE BOOK MG series

In and around February of 2003 Defendant asked Fujitsu not to adopt AMD-made

CPUs for their thin-type notebook series PC FMW LIFE BOOK MG that were to be

released in March of the same year for domestic businesses and forced them to call off

their productization plan in exchange for offering discounts on Intel products

Exclusion from PM-BIBLO NB series

In and around March of 2003 Defendant pressured Fujitsu to switch CPUs for all of

theft notebook PC products to be released from the summer of 2003 for mass

consumption which were their flagship products FM-BIBLO NB series that had been

continuously adopting AMD-made CPUs to Intel-made CPUs in exchange for offering

discounts in the total amount of million US dollars on Intel products As result
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AMID-made CPUs were excluded from FM-BIBLO NB series since the model released

in the summer of 2003

Related to Toshiba

Funding on exclusionary conditions

In and around March of 2001 Defendant entered into an agreement with Toshiba

Digital Media Network Company subsidiary Toshiba doing business in production

and sales of Toshiba-made PCs hereinafter called 1DM Company that all of the CPUs

to be installed in Toshiba-made PCs since around the second quarter of 2001 be Intel-

made and none of AND-made CPUs be adopted in exchange for offering great amount

of find totaling over 100 million US dollars

As result the production plan of DM Companys notebook PC Satellite series

loaded with AMD-made CPUs to be released in June of 2001 was called off and all

AND-made CPUs were excluded from Toshiba-made PCs

Since then Defendant has been maintaining such an exclusionary situation by

making similaragreements to the above

Related to Sony

Funding on exclusionary conditions

In and around the first half of 2003 Defendant entered into an agreement with Sony

or its subsidiary engaged in development and production of Sonys PCs to install Intel-

made CPUs in all Sony-made PCs and not to adopt AMID-made CPUs after the summer

and fall model releases in 2003 in exchange for offering great amount of find totaling

about 10 million US dollars.

As first result regarding the 2003 summer model AND-made CPUs were excluded

from Vaio Note FR series notebook PCs for domestic markets that had been

continuously adopting AND-made CPUs and from the 2003 fall model AMD-inade

CPUs were excluded from said series for European markets and theft desktop PCs SFF

model of Vaio-V series that had barely kept the share of AMD-made CPUs which led

to total exclusion of AMD-made CPUs from Sonys PCs Since then Defendant has
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been maintaining such an exclusionary situation by making similar agreements to the

above.

Related to Hitachi

Funding on exclusionary conditions

In and around May of 2002 Defendant entered into an agreement with Hitachi that all

CPUs installed in all PCs manufactured by them be Intehmaçle and that AMD-inade

CPUs not adopted.

As result AMID-made CPUs were excluded from all Hitachis PCs since the flist

quarter of 2004 at the latest and Defendant has been maintaining such an exclusionary

situation by making similar agreements to the above.

Related to Sharp

Request for exclusion by offering discounts on license fees

Before around June of 2002 Defendant presented proposal to Sharp Corporation

hereinafter called Sharp that all AMID-made CPUs to be installed in PCs

manufactured by said company be switched to Intel-made CPUs under the condition

that The license fee offered by Defendant to Sharp in and prior to 1997 for general-

purpose flash memories be discounted

Request for increased share by intimating that the benefit could be deprived

Before around June of 2003 Defendant told Sharp that it would change the

business channel from direct deals to via-agent ones and apply unfavorable treatments

such as deprivation of benefits such as offering of MDF if the share of Intel-made

CPUs within Sharp remains as is approximately 0% and made proposal that the

share of Intel-nnde CPUs within Sharp be kept at 80% or more Due to Sharps

rejection this proposal was not implemented.

Complaint against the Athron XP-M launch event held on March 12 2003

10
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On March 12 2003 Sharp participated as launch partner is affiliated

company in the presentation event in Tokyo held by AIvID Japan for launching its

new product Athron XP-M and presented the first notebook PC in Japan from Sharp

called Muramasa loaded with Athron XP-M

Since this launch event was held on the same day as that of Intel-made Cpu

Cenirino Defendant made complaint against Sharp in strong tone of voice saying

How dare you do it after the event

Related to JCS

Interference with participation in the Opteron launch event held on April 23 2003

Japan Computing Systems Corporation hereinafter called JCS was planning to

participate in the launch event of Opteron new Cpu product for servers held by

AMD Japan in Tokyo on April 23 2003 whereas Defendant pressured JCS not to

participate in the event and let it suddenly decline to participate one day before said

event

Related to Thirdwave

Interference with participation in the Athron 64 launch event held on Sept 24 2003

Defendant pressured Thirdwave
Corporation hereinafter called Thirdwave and

Tsukumo Co Ltd who were planning to participate as launch partners in the launch

event of the new prodnct Athron 64 held in Tokyo by AMID Japan on September 24

2003 and let Thirdwave decline to participate in said event

Related to MOE

Purchase of PCs loaded with AMID-made CPUs delivered to Real VanaDiel

At the opening of the internet cafØ Real VanaDiel operated by Melco Online

Entertainment Corporation hereinafter called MOE Defendant purchased all PCs

loaded with AMID-made Athron 64 CPUs that had been delivered for installation in

said establishment and forced MOE to replace them with PCs loaded with Intel-made

CPUs In that occasion Defendant offered great amount of fhnd to MOE totaling

ii
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about 24 million yen only in the fiscal year 2004 by means of provid.ing all the

replacement PCs loaded with Intel-made CPUs without compensation guaranteeing

free upgrades for said PCs and supplying thuds to pay for the advertisement cost

As to the PC peripherals to be installed in 1eal VanaDiel MOE made it one of

the main features to install special assembly composed of parts with the best

performance available at that time to provide the best hardware network

environment and announced in its own Internet home page in November of 2003 that

it would introduce KMD-made Athron 64 CPUs

However despite the high evaluation by the customer MOE for its best

performance AMD-made CPUs were deprived of their opportunities to make the fair

evaluation known to the public due to Defendants conducts described above

10 Related to editors of PC magazines

Defendant prevented the fair evaluation of AMD-made CPUs from being published

forcing editors of PC magazines to delete their articles on AMD-xnade CPUs to be

published in the magazines edited and issued by said editors and to modify the contents

of their articles highly evaluating the performance of said CPUs by means of inthnating

unfavorable treatments in the business deals in the event they do not follow

Defendants intent for example by saying tWe wont run the ad again or rent out our

products

Defendants Ijnlawflul Acts Constitute Abuse of Dominant Position inthe Market

Defendants dominant position in the market

According to the data A4-l to A4-3 from Dataquest of the US market research

firm Gartner Group Inc the share of Intel-made CPUs in the domestic CPU market

for PCs was about 822% about 145% for AMD-made CPUs in 2003 and about

87.0% about 10.4% ditto in 2004 indicating that Intel-made CPUs are enjoying

dominantly large share in the CPU market in Japan Also Intel-made CPUs together

with AMP-made CPUs are leading the innovation of CPU technology and its

12
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domestic sales volume accounts for the great majority of the total sales volume of

CPUs in Japan Also Defendant is working on establishment and enhancement of

brand power of Intel-made CPUs by means of promoting business activities relevant to

PCs loaded with Intel-made CPUs for domestic PC manufacturers through the support

system of advertisement and promotion activities for domestic PC manufacturers

Backed by its tremendous funding capability market share of Intel-made CPUs arid

their brand power Defendant has been consistently providing domestic PC

manufacturers with wide
range of CPU products from CPUs for high-performance

PCs called bigh-end products to those for lower performance PCs called low-end

products from the viewpoint of price and function and has come to take the dominant

position in the CPU market for PCs in Japan

Defendants abuse of its dominant position in the market

As described above the core of Unlawful Acts of this Case lies in such conducts as

preventing domestic PC manufacturers from purchasing Competitors CPUs or

restricting their purchase volume to certain level by means of offering great amount

of funds to domestic PC manufacturers and notifying them of unfavorable treatments in

the business deals Such conducts are necessarily contingent upon Defendants

dominant position in the market

In other words first of all the
very reason that Defendant could resort to the means

of offering great amount of fund was that it was in dominant position in the market

and therefore possessed tremendous financial power Defendant has financed domestic

PC manufacturers in the total amount of as much as OQ million US dollars which

could not have been possible unless Defendant was in the dominant position in the

market

Also as evident from the fact that the timing of the exclusionary conducts coincides

with the period when the business performances of domestic PC manufacturers were in

slump the great amount of funding from Defendant was extremely appealing for

13
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domestic PC manufacturers suffering from the business slump and there was situation

where they had no choice but to be under the thumb of Intel

In addition Defendant was successfiil in excluding AMD-rnade CPUs by notifying

domestic PC manufacturers of the unfavorable treatments in its business deals such as

cancellation of disclosure of technical information on Intelmade CPUs just because

Defendant was in the dominant position in the market In other words domestic PC

manufacturers would face muoh hardship in developing and producing their new

products loaded with Intel-made CPUs if the technical information thereof is not

disclosed to them which necessarily gives fatal blow to their business that would let

them Jag behind other companies in the highly competitive industry of production and

development of PCs In fear of such retaliatory lreatrneuls domestic PC manufacturers

bad no choice but to take actions in line with Defendants intentions

As mentioned above it is evident that domestic PC manufacturers were forced to

take actions in line with Defendants intentions judging from that Defendant was micro-

managing the matters that should have been determined by PC manufacturers

themselves such as contents of their product catalogs and Web sites or whether or not

to participate in the launch events for AIvID products as well as the fact that Defendant

was successthl in letting them ultimately follow its instructions in most cases

Unlawful Acts of this Case were committed backed by its dominant position in the

market in way that gives virtually no choice for domestic PC manufacturers other

than to purchase Intel-made CPUs in their procurement in order to exclude AMD

products from the market of CPUs for PCs and therefore it is nothing but abuse of

dominant position in the market on the part of Defendant

Defendants motif in abusing its dominant position in the market

In the background of Defendants abuse of its dominant position in the market lie

more difficulties for Intel to control ANDs CPU business than ever before due to

ANDs
strategy change to design and manufacture CPUs based on its own platform

since the introduction of seventh--generation of AMD-made CPUs represented by those

14
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brand names as Athron and Duron. In other words since AMD had been manufacturing

its CPUs on platform provided by Intel until the sixth-generation CPUs Intel was able

to control the volume of AMDsCPU business even indirectly by adjusting the
timing

of licensing for AM and the production of CPU infrastructure such as mother boards..

However upon introduction of seventh-generation CPUs whereby AND started

development and production of CPUs based on its own platform Intel lost its means of

control over AMiDs CPU business.

In addition the sales of AMD-made CPUs soared drastically especially those for

PCs in low-to-middie end tiers from the viewpoint of price and function thanks to the

success of AIvIDs sixth generation CPUs represented by K6 series.

Under these circumstances Defendant has come to fear that the sales volume of

AMD-made CPUs might continue tO grow and committed abuse of its dominant

position in the market

Effect of exclusion in the market

As result of Unlawful Acts of this Case the share of AMD-made CPUs relative to

the total sales of CPUs in Japan dropped from about 22.2% in 2002 to about 14.5% in

2003 and further to 10.4% in 2004 A4-l to A.43.

15
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ilL Fair Trade Commissions advice to Defendant

Fair Trade Commissions advice

On April 2004 the Fair Trade Commission of Japan conducted an owsite

investigation of Defendants offices and others in accordance with the Law Relating to

Prohibition of Private Monopoly and Methods of Preserving Fair Trade hereinafter

called Antilrust Law to look into Defendants violation of Antitrust Law As result

the Commission recognized that Defendant committed conducts that constitute private

monopoly in violation of Article of Antitrust Law and issued notice of advice to

Defendant on March 2005 based on Article 48 Section of said law as provided

below Advice No 2005 Al In the advisory report five of domestic PC

manufactures directly distributing Intel-made CPUs refer to NEC Fujitsu Sony

Toshiba and Hitachi This event was reported by each major newspaper A3-1 to A3-3

Summary of acts recognized as violating the Law

In its effort to sell Intel-made CPUs to domestic PC manufacturers Defendant

being dominant business in the market of CPUs for PCs in Japan abused its

dominant position in the market and excluded Plaintiffs business activities from the

competition by means of pressuring five domestic PC manufacturers NEC Fujitsu

Toshiba Sony and Hitachi to switch CPUs to be installed in the PCs manufactured

and sold by them from Intel-made to AMD-made in exchange for the promise of

payment for rebates or finds under the conditions that all the CPUs to be installed

in PCs manufactured and sold by said manufacturers be Intel-made 290% of CPUs

to be installed in PCs manufactured and sold by said manufacturers be Intel-made or

all CPUs to be installed in PCs belonging to the multiple product lines called xx

series that are produced in higher volumes than others manufactured and sold by said

PC manufacturers be switched to Intel-made for the purpose of excluding CPUs

imported and sold by AIVID Japan who is one of the competitors from the CPU

market for PCs in Japan

16
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.3 Defendants acceptance of the advice and the advisory decision

On April 2005 Defendant accepted the above advice

On April 13 2005 the Fair Trade Commission of Japan made an advisory decision in the

same purport as said advice A2
After the procedures taken on May 16 2005 said decision became final.

IV Damages and Causal Relationship

The amount of damages inflicted by Defendants Unlawful Acts of this Case is

sum of the damage caused by The exclusionary conducts against AvlI lost profits

from the commission income
equal to 8% of AMDs unrealized income due to the

exclusionary conducts and the damage arising from interference with A11Ds

business activities As far as known to date the above total sum is no less than flfiy

five million US dollars More on the specifics and amount of damages will be claimed

in the brief

On June 30 2005 Plaintiff filed suit with the Tokyo High Court against

Defendant to claim damages in accordance with Article 25 of Antitrust Law

In said lawsuit Plaintiff claimed damages caused by the violation law

recognized in the advisory decision on the basis of said finalized decision by the Fair

Trade Commission while in this Case Plaintiff claims damages caused by Unlawfhl

Acts of this Case as whole including said violafion of law recognized in the advisory

decision as well as interference with business activities by Defendant

From all of the above Plaintiff hereby claims that Defendant pay the sum of

55000000 flftyfive million US dollars and additional amount of payments at the

statutory rate of interest of 5% per annum from the next day of delivery of this Bill of

Complaint until all payments are made as reparation for damages based on Article 709 of

the Civil Law

17
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Instrument of Evidence

Evidence Al Notice of advice

Evidence A2 Advisory decision

Evidence A3-l Newspaper article

morning edition of Asahi Shinbun dated March 2005

Evidence A3-2 Newspaper article

morning edition of Nikkei Shinbun dated March 2005

Evidence A3-3 Newspaper article

morning edition of Mainichi Shinbun dated March 2005

Evidence A4-l Table titled Japan PC Shipment Total Unit

Evidence A4-2 Table titled Japan PC Shipment Total Share

Evidence A4-3 Graph titled Transition of Tbtal Share

Attachments

Copy of Bill of Complaint

Copies of Evidences each

Power of
attorney instruction

Entire certificate of registered and current matters 2- illegible seal
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15 USCS Ga

LENSTAT 15 USC SEC. GA

UNITED STATES CODE SERVICE

Copyright 2005 Matthew Bender Company Inc..

one of the LEXIS Publishing TM companies

All rights reserved

CURRENT THROUGH P.L. 109-94 APPROVED 10/26/05

TITLE 15. COMMERCE AND TRADE
CHAPTER 1.. MONOPOLIES AND COMBINATIONS IN RESTRAINT OF TRADE

GO TO CODE ARCHIVE DIRECTORY FOR TillS JURISDICTION

IS USCS Ga 2005

Ga Conduct involving trade or commerce with foreign nations

This Act 115 USCS et seq. shall not apply to conduct involving trade or commerce other than import trade or

import commerce with foreign nations unless

such conduct has direct substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect--

on trade or commerce which is not trade or commerce with foreign nations or on import trade or import com
merce with foreign nations or

on export trade or export commerce with foreign nations of
person engaged in such trade or commerce in the

United States and

such effect gives rise to claim under the provisions of this Act USCS et seq. other than this section.

If this Act USCS et seq. applies to such conduct only because of the operation of paragraph lB then this

Act USCS et seq. shall apply to such conduct only for injury to export business in the United States..

IHSTORt
July 1890 ch 647 as added Oct 1982 Pt. 97-290 Title IV 40296 Stat. 1246

HISTORY ANCILLARY LAWS AND DIRECTIVES

Explanatory notes

prior of Act July 1890 ch 647 26 Stat 210 formerly appeared as 15 USCS 15 and was repealed by Act

July 1955 ch 283 369 Stat. 283 effective six months after date of enactment on July 1955.
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EXPORT TRADING COMPANIES
P.L 97-219

EXPORT TRADING COMPANY ACT OF 1982

FL 97-290 see page 96 Stat 1283

Senate Report Banking Housing and Urban Affairs Committee

No 9727 Mar 18k 1981 accompany 734

House Report Foreign Affairs Committee No 975371
July 15 1982 accompany H.R 1799

House Report Judiciary Committee No 97-63711

July 26 1982 To accompany H.R 17Q9

House Report Banking Finance and Urban Affairs Committee
No 97-629 July 1982 To accompany ILR 6018

Senate Conference Report No 97-644 Oct. 1982

accompany 734

House Conference Report No 97-924 Oat 1982

accompany 734

Cong Record Vol 127 1981

Cong Record Vol 128 1982

DATES OF CONSIDERATION AND PASSAGE

Senate April 1981 October 1982

House July 27 October 1982

The Senate bill was passed In lieu of the House bills after amending

its language to con taiw much of the text of the House bills The

House Reports 97637I this page 9763711 page 2444 and 97629

page 2467 the Related Report page 2487 and House

Conference Report pago 2501 are set out

HOUSE REPORT NO 97-637 PART

page

The Committee on Foreign Affairs to whom was referred the billER 1799 entitled ttTlie Export Trading Company Act of 1981
having considered the same report favorably thereon with amend
ments and recommend that tha bill as amended do pass

Pmuosz nra Snnr.urr

The purpose of H.R 1799 is to increase exports of U.S goods and
sarvces by encouraging

and
facilitating the provision of export trade

services to US companies through greater use of export trading coin-

2431



EXPORT TRADING COMPANflS
97290

would be
heppier

with this bill if it were less restrictive would
be most pleased if we had decided to remove all restrictions on bank

hoMing oomanics banks and business enterprises that wish to offer

banking services Banks and other financial intermediaries need not be
limited to only few lines of business and no others hope at some
future time we will be bold enough to move banking into fully com
petitive environment without the suffocating restrictions and pmt
tions now in law The Bank Export Services Act may be small part
of larger deregulation and it is on that hope that support it

RoN PAUL

HOUSE REPORT NO 97-686

Much of Title IV of this Public Law was derived from
HR 5235 House Report No 97-686 Aug 1982

House Report No 97686 is set out

The Committee on the Judiciary to whom was referred the bill

ifS 5235 to amend the Sherman Aot the Clayton Act and the

ederal Trade Commission Act to exclude from the application of

such Acts certain conduct involving exports having considered the

same reports favorably thereon with amendments and recommends
that the bill bs amended do pass

Pretross

HI 5235 is one of several bills introduced in the 07th Convess thnt

seek to promote American exports number of considerations pro
vide the basis for this legislation First is the apparent peivepion

among businessmen that American antitrust laws are barrier to

joint export activities that promote efficiencies in the export of Ainer

ican goods and services Second courts differ in their expression of the

proeer
test for deteirnining whether United States antitrust juiis

diction over international transactions exists ifS 5-235 addresses

these problems of perception and definition by clarifying the Sherman
Act azid the antitrust proscriptions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act to make explicit their application only to conduct

having direct
substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect on domestic commerce
or domestic exports The bill will also clarify Section of the layton
Act to make explicit its inapplicability to the promotion and operation
of export and foreign joint ventures

Passage of HR 5235 will not be panacea for the many problems
that may be afflicting American export trade Assertions thet the nuti
trust laws have had any significant neghtive impect on exports are
at best speculative Nonetheless RB 5235 will achieve several ob
jectives First HI 5235 will encourage the husiness coninumity to

engage in efficiency producing joint conduct in the esnort of American
goods and services Second enactment of single objective testtue

direct substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect featwill sci ye
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as simple and straightfoi ward clarification of existing Amei iran

law and the Department of Justice enforcement standards clear

benchmark will exist for businessmen1 attorneys and judges as well

as our trading partners

II Suiaray or nra Enronran Erna

H.R 5285 as reported1 contains four sections Section sets forth

the short title the Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act of

1982 Section amends the Sherman Act 15 U.S.C. at seq. by

adding new Section that makes the Sherman Act inapplicable to

conduct involving trade or commerce with foreign nations other than

import transactions unless there is direct substantial1 and reason

ably foreseeable effect on domestic or import commerce or the export

opportunities of domestic person Section amends Section of the

Clayton Act 15 U.S.C 18 to make it inapplicable to the formation

or operation of joint ventures limited to commerce with foreign na
tions other than import commerce Section amends the antitrust i.e
unfair methods of competition aspect of Section 5a of the Fderal

Trade Act 15 U.S.C 45a to conform to Section of the FTC Act

to the Sherman Act amendment contained in Section of HS 5235

III B.aczcnouim

ritocnnoxa HISTORY or 5215

On March 1981 Chairman Rodino and Congressman McClory
introduced H.R 2326 the Foreign Trade Antitrust rnipiovenients Act

of 1881 the forerunner of HR 5235 The bill was referred to the Com
mittee on the Judiciary and in turn to the Subcommittee on Monop
olies end Commercial Law

The Subcommittee held three days of hearinus on the international

application
of the United States antitrust awsH.R 2326 and related

bills Testifying on March 26 1981 were Malcolm Eeldridge Secre

tary of Commerce Professor Eleanor Fox of the New York Uni
versity School of Law Mr Paul Victor of the law firm of Weil
Gotshal Manges Mr David Goldsweig an attorney experienced

in internationar antitrust issues practicing with the General Motors

Corp and Professor Janies RahI Owen Coon Professor of Law
at Northwestern University Testifying on April 1981 were Mr
John Shenefield of the iaw flrn of Milbank Tweed Hadley Mc-

Cloy and former Assistant Attorney General in
charge

of the Anti
trust Division of the United States Department of Justice Mr James

Atwood of the law firm of Covington Burling
and former Deputy

Assistant Secretary and Deputy Legal Adviser in the United States

Department of State and Mr Martin Connor Washington Cm
porate Counsel of the General Electric Co.1 who testified on behalf of

the Business Ronndtable Finally testifyinç on June 24 1981 wera
Gordon Johnson Chairnian LogEtronics Inc Mr Thomas lit

Fees former Member of Congress and an attorney familiar with ex
port issues and Mr Fred Emery former Director of the Federal

Register
On December 10 1981 the Subcommittee unanimously approved an

amendment to H-B 2026 in the nature of substitute which was inti

duced as HR 5235 cosponsored by all twelve Members of the Sub
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committee. On May 18 1982 by unanimous voice vote tha full CoinS
mittee reported RH. 235 with an amendment in the nature of sub
stitute.

NKKD nfl I$fliSi\T1O

Buinns puueptio that antitrust laws prohibit legitimate joint

act it it

Sonie testimony in the hearing record suggests that the United
States is doing well as an exporter and that whatever problems that

might exist arc not caused by our antitrust laws. See. e.g. Preparrl
statement. of Professor Jaiiies A. Bali dated March 25 1981 Bahl
Statement at 34.

This view is borne out by July 1981 reoit to the Congress pre
pared by the Offlee of the United States rade Representatoe and
the Department of Commerce. The report found that the three got
ernment policies that most discourage United States expoils are exit
tion of Americans employed abroad uncertainties about enforcement

of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Art end export control regulations.

The eport specifically stated that while antitrust laws were of concern
of businessmen No specific instances were shown of these Yaws undul
restricting exports. Professor Rahl testified that2 far front hindering
our export efforts Ametican antitrust laws have been major factor

in ridding the world of many international cartels and enhancing
domestic competition both factors in improving our otetall export
performance. Rahi Statement at 7U.

There is however evidence that perception exists amoiiu busmess

men especially small businessmen that antitrust law prohibits effi

ciency-enhancing joint export activities For example Secretary Eel
dridge testified that antitrust assurances were necessary to encour

age small- and middle-sized exporters to increase their exports. Pre
pared Statement of Honorable Malcolm l3aldrige dated March 29
1981 Baldriga Statement at Hearing Tranrcript of March

26 1981 at 4445. Professor Fox Mr. Victor. Mr. Goldswei and 31r
Shenefleld also acknowledged perception of the antitrusthaws as

hindrance in joint export activities. Hearing Transcript of March 20
1981 at 51 Prepared Statement of Professor Eleanor M. Fox.
dated March 26 1981 Fox Statement at 23 Prepared Statement
of Mr. A. Paul Victor dated March 26 1981 1Victor Statement
at 34 Prepared Statement of Mr. David K. Goldsweig dated March
28 1981 Goldsweia Sthtement at Prepared Statement of Mr.
John H. ShenafleldLted April 81981 Shenefield Statement at
12. As Mr. Shenefield stated fiJt is an article of orthodoxy in the

business community that the antitrust laws stand as an impediment
to the international competitive performance of the Vnited $tates.

Specifically it is believed that the antitrust laws iinder our export
performance. Shenefield Statement at 12. And the Section of
Antitrust Law of the American Bar Association mentions the percep
tion of some American businessmen that the mnited States ntitrn.st
laws prohibit certain exporting activities American Bar Associa
tion Section of Antitrust Law Report to Acconrpau /esolutionc

Oonrer2i.ng Legislatire Proposals to Prostate Enpori 7rodino. dated
October 26. 1081 Antitrust Section Report at 22 emphasis in

original
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Uncertainty in the Verbal Fornvtdat ion of the Nature and Qurntunr

of Effects That Are Necessary To Create JurLrdicticn Under the

Antitrust Laws

The heariiw record suggests second related problempossible

ambiguity in flie precise legal stand aid to be employed in detennining

whether American antitrust Jaw is to be applied to particular trsns

action Sines Judge Learned Hands opinion in United States lunt

mum Co of America 148 F.2d 416 443-44 2d hr 1945 it has been

relatively clear that it is the situs of the effects as opposed to the con

duct that determines whether United States antitrust law applies

There remains however some dispsrity among judicial interpretations

and between those interpretations and executive enforcement policy

regardm the quantum and nature of the effects required to create

jurisdiction

Alcoa itself contemplated test based upon whether the interna

tional transaction was intended to affect domestic commerce and

whether it actually did so 148 F.2d at 443-44 Following the lead of

Alcoa and its subsequent judicial interpretations the Department of

Justice announced its view in 1977 that the United States antitrust

laws should be applicable to an international transaction when there

is substantial and foreseeable effect on the United States commerce

and that it would be misearriac of
Congressional

intent to apply

the Sherman Act to foreign activities which have no direct or in

tended effect oa United States cowcumers or export oportunities.

United States Department of Justice Antitrust Division Antitrust

Guide to international Opcratione 6I 1977
Recently however in private actions under the antitrust laws the

courts have arrived at thferertt formulations of the nature and quan

tum of effects needed For example in Todivunter-Mitche-il Co

Anheuser-Busch- Inc 383 Sup 586 587 RD Pa 1074 the court

looked to whether the conduct directly affect the flow of foreign

commerce into or out of this country In Waldba.unz Woridvisian

Enterprises Inc 19782 Trade Case CCII Pars 62378 at 76257

S.DS.Y 1978 the court asked whether there were anticompetitive

effects in the United States In Industria Siciliana Asf alti Bitu

mi SF.A v. Exxon Research Engineering Co at aL 1977-4 Trade

Gas CCH Pars 61256 at 70784 S.D.N.Y 1977 the court re

quired showing of an impact upon United States commerce- Mid

in Donrinicus Americana Bohio Gulf Western I-ndustrks luw

473 Supp- 880 687 DN.Y 1979 the court stated that it is

probably not necessary for the effect on foreign commerce to be both

substantial and direct o.s long as it is not de m4ninrus See also Tim

berlane Luni.ber Co Bank of America N.T 549 F.2d 613

9th Gin 1976 Manningtor Mills inc Con goleuni Corp 595 F.2d

1287 129192 3rd Gir 1979 National Bank of Canada interbank

Card Assn- 666 F.2d 68 Gir 1981

The precise
effect of these varying formulations is disputed Some

commentators believe there are few if any differences in the results

An ABA Antitrust Section analysis has concluded that despite the

variations in wording there is with rare exception no significant

.Scc Qonfinoniftl
Orc Co Crino Carbido Cotton Corp 370 U.s 690 10405 1992

tç4e Sulord Watch Co 944 US 240 i952
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inconsistency between judicial precedents and the Justice Depart

ments view of the effects test Antitrust Section Report at 10 em
phasis in original

Other commentators view the matter differently For example the

Business Roundtabla believes that judiciel decisions are rife with

inconsistencies regarding the types of effects on the domestic economy
that must be demonstrated in order to establish U.S antitrust jutis

diction over an international transection Prepared Statement of

Mr Martin Connor dated April 1981 Roundtable Statement
at 67 see Goldsweig Statement at 26 The Roundteble goes on to

note that commentators are also divided on the correct test

to apply at

The Committee need not choose between these competing views to

conclude that legislative clarification is appropriate ltirst as prac
tical matter businessmen and antitrust practitioners often consider

American antitrust law an unnecessarily complicating factor in

fluid environment in which prompt decisionmaking may be critical

As the Business Roundtable lies stated antitrust considerations typi
cally enter the picture long before business transaction is explored
in depth If these considerations indicate problems the possible trans
action may die on the drawing board well before negotiations ate

commenced .Roundtable Statement at see Baldridge Statement
at single clear standard can reduce the amount of legal research
and analysis that will be

necessary to make an accurate prediction to

whether United States antitrust laws indicate problems
Second even if different formulations have not led to diver ent

results the
nossibility of divergence in results certainly exists

sumabiy a6 rn4mirnus standard creates lower threshold than
substantial effects test Indeed in some cases different result might
not only be possible but compelled Businessmen end antitrust coun
sel cannot safely ignore the current differences in formulation See

Goldsweig Statement at ER 5235 will provide assurances against
private plaintilPs successfully proposing dierent standards than those

emloyed by the Department of Justice

inaily at time when international trade pleys an immense and
increasingly important role in the economy it is appropriate for Con
gress to formulate standard to be

applied uniformly throughout the
federal judicial ssyteni single standard will allow consistent precedent to develop by providing more definite touchstones to guide the
barties and the courts As the Business Roundlable has concludedno legitimate purpose is served by perpetuating uncertainty on thu
fundamental question

CONonssroNAL IIESP0N5E

Over the past few years public debate has focused on two approachesfor removing uncertainty that may now exist concerninr the jurisdirlion of the United States antitrust Jaws The Hrst ernboXieci in various
export trading company bills such asS 7841 H.R 648 and RB 1TPP
as introduced conte.iuplati.s an amendment to tha Webb louer ene Act
15 ILSX 61 et seq. to provide procechre wherein prisons seekingto

engage in joint export artivit would apph to the llepa rtnmmnt of
ommmneire for antitrust rertiflrjmt ion Tile Depnrtumcnt after inter-
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agency consultation with the Department of Justice and the Federal

Trade Commission would issue applicants certificate that purports to

exempt designated joint activities from the antitrust laws During the

Subcommittee hearing process many of the witnesses criticized these

certification proposals as excessive1y bureaucratic ineffective and

even counterproductive On July 1982 the House passed H.R 1799
with Committee amendments so that the bill does not amend the Porn
erene Act and creates certificate procedure in the Department of
Justice See H.R Rep 97637 pt

The second approach straifltforward clarification of the anti

trust Jaws was originally embodied in HR 2326 H.R 2326 contained

only two substantive sections The first
provided that the Sherman Act

shall not apply to conduct involving trade or commerce with any for

eign nation unless such conduct has direct and substantial effect on
trade or commerce within the United States or has the effect df exclud

ing domestic person from trade or commerce with such foreign
nation The second section provided that Section of the Clatyon Act
shall not apply to joint ventures limited solely to export trading in

goods or services from the United States to foreign nation
As Chairman Rodino stated in introducing the bill ER 2326 would

allow American firms greater freedom when dealing internationally
while reinforcing the fundamental commitment of the United States to

competitive domestic marketplace uncertainty of anti
trust constraints has remained

strong concern of potential exporters
that concern is remedied by this bill 127 Cong Eec 779 daily ad
March 1981 Mr McClory co-author of this legislation explained
that ER 2326

squarely addresses the complaint voiced by American ex
porters and potential exporters that their actions are inhibited

by uncertainty regarding the scope and effect of our antitrust

laws and it does so without bureaucratic
apparatus

which
would confer antitrust immunity at an uncertain cost in Gov
ernmentredtape and possible anticompetitive domestic effects

By clarifying the law it will especially help those small- and
medium-size businesses which many are convinced have the

greatest potential for making significant contribution to the
volume of our export trade

This legislation will send to the export business community
the clear signal that it appears to need in order for it to com
pete

with greeter confidence end freedom of action in the
international marketplace and it should also help to deter
unjustified private end government actions against exporters

The specific purpose of the Sherman Act modification is

to more clcory establish when antitrust liability attaches to

international business activities The Sherman Act prohibits
restraints of trade or coinmercc with foreiari nations

e.g Sections 15 U.S.C which
apply to trade

or commercc among thc several States or with foreign na
tions This bill inll establish that restraints on export trade
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only violate the Sherman Act if they have direct and sub

stantial affect on commerce within the Unitad Stales or

domestic firm competing for foreign trade- Id Remarks
of Chairman Rodino

The modifications to Section of the Clayton Act are necessary

because

The Supreme Court has held that Section of the Clayton

Act applies to joint ventures when the participants form

separate corporation and purchase the new ventureh stock

Section prohibits acquisitions that may substantially lessen

competition and attacks potentially ant icoinpetitive market

concentration in its incipiency Businessmen must therefore

exercise caution when forming such ventures This bill would

exempt joint ventures that are limited to export trading

This does not mean that export-related joint Sentures are

free of all antitrust restrictions They remain subject to the

Sherman Act but the stringent incipiency standard of sec

tion would not apply Id

EVOLUflON OF 11.31 2120 TO H.R 5231

During and after the hearings on H.R 2326 number of experts

after expressing strong support for its basic concepts suggested im

provements As resutt the Subcommittee end the Committee made

changes iii the bill the most important of which are discussed below

Inciwsion of the Federal Trade Com.nriseion

Several witnesses ointad out that although H.R 2326 would pro
vide assurances against Sherman Act suits by the Department of

Justice and private parties it supplied no similar protection against

actions brought by the Federal Trade Commission Fox Statement

at Ooldsweig Statement at 910 Sheneflld Statement at Round
tabla Statement at 10il The amendment in the nature of substitute

that the Subcommittee approved in December 1981 included new
section that made change in Section 5a of the Federal Trade

Commission Act parallel to that made in the Sherman Act The

Subcommittee amendment alters only the antitrust
coverage

of Section

5a of the FTC Act the consumer protection jurisdiction of Section

5a is left untouched

Addition of the requirement that effecte rea3onohly foreseeabe

Some Titnesses and commentators also suggested the need to alter

EE 2326 to make clear that the effects upon domestic commerce
or domestia export opportunity must be foreseeable

significant source of business uncertainty when enaging
in foreign commerce is the possibility that an unpreditable
remote or indirect

impact on U.S commerce determined after

the fact could result in firm being subjected to u.a anti
trust jurisdiction The Justice Depmiitmcnt in its Anritru.it

Guide takes thc position that only foreseeable effects on
commerce should result in Ti.S antitrust jurisdiction

Arcord United Statee ATwrnnunm Cosrtjmny of .4mrrko.
148 2d 416 444 2d Cir 1015 Goldsweig Stateimient at
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11 see Shenefleld Statement at 10 Roundtabla Statement at

1213
Because the utlimate purpose of this legislation is to promote car-

ainty in assessing the applicability of Ames lean antitrust law to inter

national business transactions arid proposed transactions1 the

Subcommittee amendment makes explicit that the effect on domestic

commerce or export opportunities must be reasonably foreseeable

The Subconnnitte.a chose fonnuhition based on foresceability rather

than intcat to make the standard air objective one and to avoidat
least at the jurisdictional stageinquiries into the actual subjective
moth es of Uefenthtnts. An intent test might. encourage ignorance of
the

consequences of ones actions which in this Łontext would be an

undesirabie result.

The objective nature of the jurisdictional test is also evident from

use of the term reasonably which was added through an amend
ment of Mr. Butler. Reasonably comiotes not only objectivity but

practicality as well. The test is whether tit. effects would have been

evident to a. reasonable
person making practical business judgments

not whether actual knowledge or intent can be shown.

This provision should free businessmen and their advisors from

having to worry unduly about effects that are highly unlikely but it

does not permit them effectively to turn from the reasonably foresee

abl.e consequences of their actions

Once the effects of course of conduct are felt the test remains an

objective one but defendant confronted with evidence that Ins past
conduct has had direct and substantial effects within this country
could not argue that continued effects of this type flowing from similar

future conduct \Nere not reasonably foreseeable

Imports and Purely Foreign Irurvsactions

Sonic observers raised questions about time status of import transac

tions under Hit. 2326 and urged the Subcommittee to make clear that

the legislation had no effect on the application of antitrust laws to

imports As Mr. Atwood stated it is impoitant that there be no mis
nntlemstnnr.ling that import restraints which can be damaging to

American consumers remain covered by the law. Prepared Statement

of Mr. James R. Atwood dated April 81181 Atwood Statement
at 14 see RahI Statement at 10 Antitrust Section Report at 31 To
remove any possible doubt the Subc.onuuittae amendment H.R. 5235
as introduced modified the legislation to make clear that it applied

only to export trade

The desirability of another change soon became apparent The Sub
comnniitteas export commerce limitation appeared to make the

amendments inapplicable to transactions that were neither import not

export i.e. transactions within between or among other nations. See

e.g. Padflc Seafarers Inc. Iaflo Psi East Line tnt 404 F. 2d 804

D.C. Cii. 1968.cert. ünlcd 393 U.S. 1093 1969.
transection between two foreign finns. even if Americnnowned

should not merely by virtue of time Ames lean ownership come within

tire reach of our antitrust laws. Such foreign transactions should for

the purposes of this legislel ion be. treated in the seine manner as en
portS trenmetionsthmat is thtre should be no Auneiican antitrust juris
diction absent direct substantial anti reasonably foreseeable effect
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on domestic commerce or domestic competitor The Committee

amendment therefore deletes references to export trade and sub

stitutes phrases such as other than import trade It is thus clear

that wholly foreign transactions us well as export transactions are

covered by the amendment but that import transactions are not

With these changes I-Lit 5235 achieves an importent objective of

freaing American-owned firms that operate entirely abroad or in

United States
export

trade from the possibility of dual and conflicting

-antitrust regulation When their activities lack the requisite domestic

effects they can operate on the same terms and subject to the same

antitrust laws that govern their foreign-owned competitors To be sure

if the foreign state in question has en antitrust regimen American-

owned firms must still comply But no longer is there any possibility

that because of uncertainty growing out of American ownership such

firms will be subject to different end perhaps stricter regimen of anti

trust than their competitors of foreign ownership

Conduct Having Foreign Impact

The intent of the Sherman and FTC Act amendments in H.R 5235

is to exempt from the antitrust laws conduct that does not have the

requisite domestic effects This test however does not exclude all per
sons injured abroad from recovering inder the antitrust laws of the

United States course of conduct in the United States.-e.g price

fixing not limited to the export market.-would affect all purchasers of

the target products or services whether the purchaser is foreign or

domestic Trie conduct has the requisite effects within the United States

even if some purchasers take title abroad or suffer economic injury

abroad Cf e.g Pfizer Inc et at Government of .1 ndi et cii 434

U.S 308 1978 Foreign purchasers should enjoy the protection of our

antitrust laws hi the domestic marlretplace just as our citizens do

indeed to deny them this protection could violate the Friendship

Commerce and Navigation treaties this country has entered into with

number of foreign nations

There are other reasons for preserving the rights of foreign persons

to sue under our laws when the conduct in question has substantial

nexus to this country As the Supreme Court pointed out in Pflaer

eupra 434 U.s at 314315 to deny foreig-ners recovery
could undor

some circumstances so limit the deterrent effect of United States anti

trust law that defendants would continue to violate our laws willingly

risking the smaller amount of damages payable only to injured domes
tic persons

While fiR 5235 preserves antitrust protections in the domestic

marketplace
for all purchasers regardless of nationality or the situs of

tIle business different result will obtain when the conduct is solely

export-oriented Thus price-fixing conspiracy directed solely

exported products or services absent spillover effect on the domestic

marketplace see pt E2 infrci would normally not have the requi
site effects on domestic or import commerce Foreign buyers injured by
such export conduct would have to seek recourse in their home courts

If such solely export-oriented conduct affects export commerce ot

enother person doing business in the United States both the Sherman

and FTC Act amendments preserve jurisdiction insofar as there is

injury to that person Thus domestic exporter is assured remedy
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under our antitrust laws for injury caused by unlawful conduct of is

competing United States exporter But foreign firm whose non-
domestic operations were iniured by the very same export oriented
conduct would have ito remedy under our antitrust laws This result is

assured by the Committees inclusion of the final sentence in the Sher
man and FTC Act amendments it limits recovery for conduct that lies

no requisite domestic effects1 other than the effects on the export com
merce of another

person doing business in the United States to such

person

7tpe of Domestic Impact

As explained more fully see pt E1 imfrinproviding that the

federal courts may assert tha jurisdiction of the United States antitrust

laws if conduct aifects the export trade or export commerce of per
son engaged io such trade or commerce in the United States1 tha Cam
inittee does not intend to alter existing concepts of antitrust inury
or antitrust standing This bill only establishes the standards neces

sary
for assertion of United States antitrust jurisdiction The substan

tive antitrust issues on the merits of the plaintiffs claim would remain

unchanged
For example1 the mere fact that an exporter may be adversely af

fected in fin ancial sense by the activities of another would not nec
essarily mean that he has sustained an injury for which he may recover
under 9ection of the Clayton Act bee e.g Illinois Brick Co State

llinoie 4a1 U.S 72O1977 Brunswick Corp Pueblo Bowl-O
il/at 429 U.S 47721977

For similar reasons the domestic effect that may serve as the pred
icate for antitrust jurisdiction under the bill must be of the type that

the antitrust laws prohibit See e.g National Ban/c of Qanada Zn
tr.rban/c Card Assn 868 F.2d lId Cir 1981 For example laia
tiff would not be able to establish United States antitrust jurisdiction

merely by proving beneficial effect within the United StatesL suth as

increased profitability of some other company or increased domestic

employment when the plaintiffs damage claim is based on an extra-

territorial effect on him of different kind

According to the International Law Section of the American Bar

Association the legislation as reported by the Subcommittee before

amendment by the Committee could have been read as ignoring

whether conduct has an adverse effect on competition This
result not only departs from the weight of scholarly opinion
but would produce perverse results Under such an interpreta
ban conduct which has an anticompetitive effect which im
pinges only on defendants located in foreign nations and
which has neutral or procompetitive domestic effect would
be subject to tIme antitrust laws American Bar Association
Section of International Law Report on Purposes and Pro
viSions of Hi 5E85 at

The Committee did not beliere that the bill reported by the Sub
committee was intended to confer jurisdiction on injured foreign per
sons when that injury arose from conduct with no anticoinpetitive
effects in the domestic morketploce Consistent with this conclusion the

full Committee added langaage to the Sherman and FTC Act amend
97 8Cr 2053 82 L.Ed.2d 707
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merits to require that the effect providing the jurisdictional nexus

must also be the basis for the injury alleged under the antitrust laws

This does not however mean that the impact of the illegal conduct

must be experienced by the injured Party withui the United States As

previously set forth it is sufficient that tue conduct providing the basis

of the claim has had the requisite impact on the domestic or import

commerce of the United States or in tile case of conduct lacking such

an impact on an export opportunity of person doing business in the

United State

Clayton Act Amendments

Some comments in the record suggest thet the original amendment to

Section of the Clayton Act1 as expressed hr HS 2oti was susceptible

to misinterpretation ks originally drafted tile amendment applied to

joint ventures limited solely to export trading The concerns

raised about this language centered on first whether the parents of the

joint ventures would be included in the exemption second whether in

cidental activities necessary to engage in joint export activities would

be covered by the exemptron and finally whether export joint veil

tures that them selves entered into mergers or acquisitions might not be

unintentionally exempted from the proscriptions of Section See

Antitrust Section Report at 32-33 Roundtable Statement at 1718
Atwood Statement at 18

The Committee amendment which states that Section of the ClayS

ton Act shall not apply to the formation or operation of any joint

venture is intended to address nil these concerns First by

making clear that it is the conzliwt of forming and operating the joint

venture and not the joint venture itself that is protected the extend

ment removes any disparity between the joint venture and its parents

end makes plain that joint ventures that engage in merger ectivIty

that joint ventures that engage hi merger activity are not exempted

are not exempted by the amendment Second by making clear that the

operation of the joint venture falls within the amendment and not

merely the exporting or foreign activity itself the amendment affords

protection to the incidental activities of the joint venture In order to

be exempted from Section of the Clayton Act however the incidental

activities must have strong and direct relationship to the primary

export or foreign activity

the full Committee corrected another potential problem with the

Subcommittee version of the Section amendment which was limited

to joint ventures involved solely in export conunerce As reported by
the full Committee the amendment applis to commerce with foreign

nations other than import commerce rrhus joint ventures involved

solely with export commerce or other forms of foreign commerce

with no import nexus to the United States will be outside the cover

age
of Section of the Clayton Act For example joint venture

could not only export goods from the United States but also produce

or market goods in foreign nations end still enjoy the exemption from

the incipiency standard of the Clayton Act

crnmn issuas

During the proceedings on H.R 5235 two other significant issues

were raised which the ommittee did not feel necessitated changes in

the legislation
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Effect of Legiskzion and Cunent Law

very important question is the effect of the legislation on current

antitrust law It is the intent of the
sponsors of the

legislation and the

Committee to address
only

the subject matter jurisdiction of United
States antitrust law in this legislation lIE 5235 does not affect the

legal standards for determining whether conduct violates the antitrust

laws and thus the substantial antitrust issues on the merits of claim

would remain unchanged

Moreover the bill is intended neither to prevent nor to encouage
additional judicial recognition of the special international character

istics of transactions Xf court determines that the requirements for

subject matter jurisdiction are met this bill woui have no effect on

the courts ability to employ notions of comity ate e.g Timberkzne

Lunther Co Ban/a of America 549 F.Qd 1287 3rd Cir 1979 or

otherwise to take account of the international character of the transac

tion- Similarly the bill is nOt intended to restrict the application of

American laws to extraterritorial conduct where the requisite effects

exist or to the extraterritorial pursuit of evidence in appropriate cases

See Atwood Statement at7

International Cartetr

Probably the most important criticism of the legislative concept of

ER 5235 came from Professor Rahl who feared the legslation could

be misinterpreted as legislative approval for American firms to

engage
in the type of international cartel activity prevalent before

\Vorld War II

most unfortunate of all is tha risk that this pro
vision would encourage American firms not only to form

cartels among themselves but to participate in foreign and

international cartels. Past expcrience indicates that

serious risk would then arise of secret agreement to include

the United States in the market allocation to round things

out Rahl Statement at it
The Committee after weighing this and similar arguments care

fully does not believe the legislation will result in rejuvenation of

international cartels Any major activities of an international cartel

would
likely

have the requisite impact on United States commerce to

trigger United States subject matter jurisdiction For example if

domestic export cartel were so strong as to have spillover effect

on commerce within this countryby creating world-wide shortage

or artificially inflated world.wide price that had the effect of raising
domestic pricesthe cartels conduct would fall within the reach of

uur antitrust laws Such an impact would at least over time meet the

test of direct substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect on do
mestic commerce The Committee would expect the Department of

Justice and the Federal Trade Commission to continue their vigilance

concerning cartel activity end to use their enforcement powers ap
propriately

In addition the Committee recognized the increased sensitivity of

other nations to antitrust considerations and cartel activity By more

piecisely defining the subject matter jurisdiction of U.S antitrust

Jaw HE 5235 in no way limits the ability of foreign sovereign to
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act under its own laws against an Americeri.based export cartel hat
ing unlawful effects in its territory. Thdeed the clanSed reach of our
own laws could encourage our trading partners to take more effective

steps to protect competition in their markets. a5ee Atwood Statement
at 6B

IV. Tas PRovIsioNs OF ER. 5235

Hit. 5235 the
Foreign Trada Antitrust Jmprovements Act of 1982

contains three substentiva provisions that amend the Sherman Act
Snctidn of the Clayton Act and the antitrust aspects of Section 5a
of tha Fedaral Trade Commission Act to clarify tha limits of these

provisions in reaching certain export arid foreign activities

Saction of ER. 5235 states tha short title. Section amends the

Sherman Act 15 U.S.C. at sag by adding new Section to the

Sherman Act- The intent of the new Sadtion is to establish that the

proscriptions of tha Sharman Act do not apply to export or purely

foreign commerce unless the conduct has direct substantial and

reasonably foreseeable anticompetitive effect on domestic or import

commerce or domestic export opportunity.
Section of 113. 5-235 amends Section of the Clayton Act is

U.S.C. 18 to exempt the formation and operation of joint ventures

limited to export or purely foreign trade. This Section is intended

only to remove the incipiency standard of Section of the Clayton
AcL

Section amends the Federal Trade Commission Act to make it

clear that the antitrust proscriptions of Section 5a 15 U.S.C. 45

apply only to methods of competition that have direct sub

stantial and reasonably foreseeable effect on domestic or import com
merce or domestic export opportunity. This amendment is intended

to parallel the Sherman Act amendment. As noted above this amend
ment does not affect the FTCs consumer protection jurisdiction.

V. INFORMATION StraMn-rm PtmsvAwr To

1. Budget rrtement

Clause 21 of House Rules XI is inapplicable because this

legislation does not provide new budgetary authority or increased

expenditures.

2. Cost Estimate

The Committee concurs with the estimate provided by the Congres
sional Budget Office and adopts that estimate as the cost estimnte of

the Committee for the purpose of clause 7a of House Rule XIII.
Pursuant to clause 21 of House Rule XI set out is the esti

mate of the Director of the Congressional Budget Office

U.S. CoNonEss
CoNoREssloxAn BUDGET Orncx

Washington D.C. May 27 IPSt
Hon. PETER W. Roono Jr.

Chainman Comimittee on the Judiciary S. House of Representa
tives Boy burn House Office Euikling Washington D.C

Da.n Mn Cr5A1RMAN Pursuant to Section 403 of the Congressional

Budget Act of 1974 the Congressonel Budget Office has reviewed

H-B. 5235 the Foreign Trade Antitrust improvefrients Act of 198-2
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as ordered reported by the House Committee on the Judiciary May 18
1982

The bill amends the Sherman1 Clayton and Federal Trade Comniis
ion Acts in restating or limiting the extraterritorial reach of the P.S
antitrust laws It is expected that no significant additional cost to the

government will be insurred as result of enactment of this

legislation

Sincerely

Auon hi RzvzxN Iflrector

fnflaUonary Impact wiement
Pursuant to clause 21 of House Rule Xi the Committee esti

mates that this bill will not have an inflationary impact on prices and
costs in the operation of the national economy

Oiienight Finding
The Subcommittee on Monopolies and Commercial Law of this

Committee exercises oversight responsibilities with respect to the anti
trust laws The favorable consideration of this bill was recommended
by the Subcommittee The Subcommittee will monitor developments
under this legislation

No findings or recommendations of the Committee on Government
Operations were received as referred to in House Rule Xi clause
21

18

ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF CHAIRMAN BODINO

intend to offer H.R 5235 under suspension of the House Rules
with one minor clarification in Scctions end which amend the
Sherman and FTC Acts Tim reported version iequires that the effect

upon domestic commerce or domestic npnrt opportunity be the
basis of the violation alened As explained more fully in the
Committees Report the onnnittee added this language to make it

absolutely clear that the basis of American antitrust jurisdiction has
to be domestic onticarn pet/tim effect

believe that it is possible to improve the language of the oni
mittees version by substituting the Phrase such effect gives rise to

claim under the provisions of the Shennan or FTC Act The substi
tuted language accomplishes the same result as the Committee version
amid is better in my view because the Committee languae may sug
gest that an effect rather than conduct is the basis for violation

Pzrza Roroxo
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QUESTIONS PRESENTED

Whether under the Foreign Trade Antitrust Im
provements Act of 1982 FTAIA 15 U.S.C Ga the Sherman

Act applies to claims of foreign plaintiffs whose injuries do

not arise from the effects of antitrust violations on United

States commerce

Whether such foreign plaintiffs lack antitrust standing

under Section of the Clayton Act 15 U.S.C 15a
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INTEREST OF TUE UNHtEI STATES

The Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Com
mission have primary responsibility for enforcing the federal

antitrust Jaws and thus they have strong interest in the

correct application of those laws and in the effect of judicial

interpretations on antitrust enforcement programs The

United States is concerned that the court of appeals holding

will substantially harm its ability to uncover and break up in
ternational cartels and undermine law enforcement relation

ships between the United States and its trading partners.

STATEMENT

1. The Antitrust Division of the United States Depart
ment of Justice has Corporate Leniency Policy that pro
vides amnesty from criminal prosecution in certain circum

stances Trade Reg. Rep. CCII 13113 Aug. 10 1993
cht1p//wunousdoj..gov/atr/pubtfr/guidelines/oogihz In

1999 one of the
petitioners Rhone-Poulenc SA applied for

admission to the governments amnesty program for Rhone
Poulencs role in global price-fixing and market-allocation

conspiracies among domestic and foreign manufacturers and



distributors of bulk vitamins In exchange for amnesty the

company exposed the cartel which had sold billions of

dollars of vitamins in the United States and other countries

around the world The company cooperated with the United

States subsequent investigations into violations by the vita

min companies of Section of the Sherman Act 15 U.S.C

Chemical Business NewsBase Press Release Rhone-Pou

Lena issues statement regarding vitamin business available

in 1999 WL 17728220 May 26 1999 U.S Dept Of Justice

Press Release Hoffman-LaRoche and BASF Agree To

Pay Record Criminal Fines For Participating In Interna

tional Vitamin Cartel May 20 1999 Press Release

To date the investigation triggered by RhonØ-Poulencs

application for amnesty has resulted in plea agreements with

twelve corporate defendants and thirteen individual defen

dants and the imposition of fines exceeding $900 million

including the largest criminal fine $500 million ever ob
tained by the Department of Justice under any statute

Press Release at 1-2 Eleven of the thirteen individuals

have received sentences resulting in imprisonment and an

additional individual awaits criminal trial European

Union Canadian Australian and Korean authorities simi

larly have obtained record civil penalties exceeding 855
million against the vitamin companies Pet Pet App 68a

In the wake of the governments investigations domestic

private parties sued the vitamin companies seeking treble

damages and attorneys fees see 15 U.S.C 15 26 for over

charges that the domestic companies paid in United States

commerce as result of the price-fixing conspiracy In set

tlement of suits by some United States purchasers the vita

min companies paid amounts exceeding $2 billion Pet

liv re Vitamins Antitrast Litig No 99-197 TFR 2000 WL
1797867 D.D.C Mar 31 2000

Respondents are foreign corporations domiciled in

Ecuador Panama Australia and Ukraine Pet App 6a Pet

ii Br in Opp ii They brought this class action on behalf



of purchasers of vitamins abroad from the vitamin com

panies or their alleged co-conspirators for delivery

outside the United States Pet App Ga The district court

held id at 4la-SSa that it lacked subject matter jurisdiction

over respondents claims against petitioners under the For

eign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act of 1952 FTAIA
15 U.S.C 6a which provides that the Sherman Act shall not

apply to non-import foreign conduct unless it has direct

substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect on United

States commerce 15 U.S.C Ga1 and that such effect gives

rise to claim under the Sherman Act 15 U.S.C Ga2
The district court explained that although respondents had

alleged that the conduct causing their injnries resulted in

direct substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect on U.S

commerce they had not alleged that the conducts effect on

United States commerce gave rise to respondents claims

Pet App 48a-49a Because the district court found subject

The FTALA which was enacted in 1882 Pub. No 97-290 402 96

Stat 1248 and became Section of the Sherman Act 16 U.S.C Ba

provides

Sections te of this title shall not apply to conduct involving trade

or commerce other than import trade or import commerce with

foreign nations unless

such conduct has direct substantial and reasonably

foreseeable effect

on trade or commerce which is not trade or commerce

with foreign nations or on import trade or import commerce

with foreign nations or

on export trade or export commerce with foreign

nations of person engaged in soch trade or commerce in the

United States and

auch effect gives rise to claim under the provisions of

sections Ito of this title other than this section.

if sections Ito of this title apply to such conduct only because of the

operation of paragraph 1XB then sections to of this title shall

apply to such conduct only for injury to export business in the United

States



matter jurisdiction lacking the court did not reach pet
tioners alternative contention that respondents lacked anti

trust standing because they fail outside the class of
persons

whom the Sherman Act is designed to protect Id at 53a

54a

divided panel of the court of appeals reversed and

remanded Pet App la-42a The court observed that the

Second and Fifth Circuits have split on the question

whether FTAIA requires that the plaintiffs claim arise from

the U.S effect of the anticompetitive conduct Ed at 14a-

iSa The court explained ibid that the Fifth Circuit in Den

Norske Stats Oljeselslcap As Heerelvlac Vof 241 F.Sd 420

42 2001 Statoil cert denied 534 U.S 1127 2002 held

that the phin text of the FTAIA bars claims that do not

stem from the conspiracys anticompetitive domestic effects

By contrast the court explained Pet App 16a-17a the

Second Circuit in Krztman Christies International PLC
284 F2d 334 400 2002 cert dismissed 124 Ct 27 2003
held that the FTAIA permits suit even when the plaintiffs

injury does not arise from the domestic effect of the conspir

acy as long as the domestic effect violate the substantive

provisions of the Sherman Act
The majority adopted view of the statute falls

somewhere between the views of the Fifth and Second Gin-

cults albeit somewhat closer to the latter than the former

Pet App 20a The majority rejected respondents argument

based on Krumart 284 -FSd at 397-400that the FTAIA
only speaks to the question what conduct is prohibited not

which plaintiffs can sue Pet App 20L The majority none

theless interpreted the phrase gives rise to claim in IS

U.S.C 6a2 as requiring only that the conducts harmful

effect on United States commerce must give rise to claim

by someone evEin if not the foreign plaintiff who is before

the court Pet App 4a The majority also found its inter

pretation supported by the FTAIAt5 legislative history id

at 24a-30a and by its view that asserting jurisdiction over



respondents claims would maximize deterrence of interna

tional cartels by forc the conspirator to internalize the

full cost of his anticompetitive conduct id at 82a

The majority further held that respondents have antitrust

standing under Section of the Clayton Act 15 U.S.C 15a
Pet App 38a-37a The court reasoned that the arguments

that have already persuaded court that where anti-

competitive conduct harms domestic commerce YTAIA al

lows foreign plaintiffs injured by anticompetitive conduct to

sue to enforce the antitrust laws similarly persuade us that

the antitrust laws intended to prevent the harm that the

foreign plaintiffs suffered here Id at 36a

Judge Henderson dissented Pet App 4Oa42 She dis

agreed with the majoritys interpretation of the FTALA rea

soning that the Fifth Circuits reading was unambiguously

supported by the Acts text and history Id at 40a

SUMMARY OF ARGTJIWBNT

The Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act pro
vides that the Sherman Act shall not apply to foreign con

duct unless it has requisite effect on United States com

merce and such effect gives rise to claim under the

Sherman Act 15 U.S.C 6a2 The most natural reading of

that statutory language is that the required effect on United

States commerce must give rise to claim by the particular

plaintiff before the court In rejecting that interpretation

the court of appeals reached the implausible conclusion that

Congress intended to permit suits in the United States that

seek redress for injuries that were sustained entirely over

seas and that arise out of purely foreign commerce That

conclusion finds no support in the Acts legislative history

Such an expansive interpretation of the FTAIA would

greatly expand the potential liability for treble damages in

United States courts and would thereby deter members of

international cartels from seeking amnesty from criminal

prosecution by the United States Government The inter-



pretation adopted by the court of appeals thus would weaken

the Department of Justices criminal amnesty program
which has served as an effective means of cracking inter

national cartels. That interpretation also likely would dam

age the cooperative law enforcement relationships that the

United States has nurtured with foreign governments and

would burden the federal courts with wave of new inter

national antitrust cases raising potentially complex satellite

disputes that turn on hypothetical claims of persons not

before the courts.

B. Antitrust standing principles independently support

the conclusion that foreign plaintiffs whose claims arise

solely from conspiracys effects on foreign commerce can

not bring antitrust lawsuits in United States courts. Section

of the Clayton Act which defines the class of persons who

may maintain private damages action under the antitrust

laws does not provide treble damages remedy for all in-

juries that result from an antitrust violation. Associated

General Contractors v. California State Council of Carpeti.

ters 459 U.S. 519 1983. This Court accordingly has limited

the types of plaintiffs who are proper parties to bring

private antitrust action based on substantive antitrust and

other policy considerations.

Foreign plaintiffs whose claims arise from conspiracys

effects outside the limited States are not proper plaintiffs to

invoke our antitrust laws. The focus of the FTAIA and the

fundamental purpose of the Sherman Act are the protection

of American consumers and commerce. To provide antitrust

relief to respondents even though their injuries have no con
nection to conspiracys effects on United States commerce
would divorce antitrust recovery from the central purposes

of the antitrust laws.



ARGUMENT

RESPONDENTS RAVE NO CLAiM UNDER THE ANTI

TRUST LAWS

Section of the Sherman Act declares illegal con

tract combination in the form of trust or otherwise or con

spiracy in restraint of trade or commerce among the several

States or with foreign nations 15 U.S.C Although this

Court has articulated general presumption in other con

texts that Congress intends its laws to apply only within the

territorial jurisdiction of the United States EEOC Ara

bian American Oil Co 499 U.S 244 248 1991 it is well

established by now that the Sherman Act applies to foreign

conduct that was meant to produce and did in fact produce

some substantial effect in the United States Hartford Fire

Ins Co Cahfornia 509 U.S 764 796 1993 Matsushita

Else Industrial Co Zenith Radio Corp 475 U.S 574
582-583 rnG 1986 see United States Nippon Paper Indus

Co 109 F.3d 4-6 1st Cit 1997 holding that Sherman

Acts criminal provisions apply to wholly foreign conduct

with intended and substantial dometic effects cert denied

522 U.S 1044 1998

Consistent with that judicial construction of the Sherman

Act Congress provided in the FTAIA that the Sherman Act

applies to foreign conduct when such conduct

has direct substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect

on States domestic commerce and

such effect gives rise to claim under the Sherman Act

15 U.S.C Ba It is not disputed in this case that under Sec

tion Ga the Sherman Act applies to plaintiffs claim that

arises from an illegal conspiracys anticompetitive effects on

domestic commerce whether the plaintiff is located here or

abroad or is citizen of the United States or of another

country Pfizer Inc Government of India 484 U.S 308

1978 holding that foreign government may sue under the

Sherman Act see Statoil 241 F3d at 427 n.22 428 n25



The question presented in this case is whether the Sher

man Act permits respondents to recover treble damages and

attorneys fees under the United States antitrust laws for

injuries that they sustained entirely overseas and that arose

out of purely foreign sales transactions that had no substan

tial effect on United States commerce The court of appeals

held that respondents were entitled to seek such relief on

the theory that the foreign conduct by petitioners that in

jured respondents was part of global price-fixing conspir

acy that had anticompetitive effects in the United States

and that those effects give rise to claim by some other

person

Such an expansive reach of the antitrust laws is not justi

fied by either the text or history of the FTAIA The result

reached by the court of appeals is also highly likely to have

the perverse effect of undermining the governments efforts

to detect and deter international cartel activity

lEE FPAJA REQUIRES PLAINTIFFS CLAIM TO
ARISE OUT OF CONSPIRACY1S ANTICOJWPETI

TWE EFFECT IN THE UNITED STATES

The Text Of The Statute Requires Plaintw To

Allege That His Claim Arises From The Domes
tic Anticompetitive Effect Of Sherman Act
Violation

The FTA1A governs whether federal court may hear

plaintiffs complaint alleging violations of the Sherman Act

involving foreign conduct Section 6a1 provides that the

Sherman Act extends to foreign conduct only when it has

requisite effect on United States commerce 15 U.S.C 6a1
That such effect was caused by the vitamin cartel has not

been disputed Pet App 9a requisite effect is not enough

to establish that the Sherman Act applies to foreign conduct

however for Section Ga2 imposes the frirther condition that



such effect gives rise to claim under the Sherman Act 15

U.S.C 6a2t
It is fundamental principle of statutory construction

that the meaning of statutory language cannot be deter

mined in isolation but must be drawn from the context in

which it Is used Tax Iron Lycoming Reciprocating Kngine

Div .AVCO Corp 1.4W 523 U.S 653 657 1998 internal

quotation marks omitted The FTAIAs focus is explicitly

and only on the domestic effect of anticompetitive conduct

Its text contains no hint of statutory purpose to permit re

covery where the situs of the plaintiffs injury is entirely

foreign and that injury arises exclusively from price-fixing

or market-allocation conspiracys effect on foreign com
merce Accordingly read in context by far the most natural

reading of Section 6a2s requirement that such effect gives

rise to claim under the Sherman Act is that the requisite

anticompetitive effect on domestic commerce must give rise

to Sherman Act claim brought by the particular plaintiff

before the court

The requirement that plaintiff tie his own claim to con

spiracys domestic anticompetitive effect does not conflict

with supposedly literal or plain meaning of Section 6a2
based on its use of the indefinite article as has been sug
gested See Kraman 284 L3d at 400 Statoil 241 F.3d at

432 Higginbotham dissenting The word has vary

ing meanings and uses and the meaning depend on con

text Blacks Law Dictionary 6th ed 1990 And in par
ticular although or an is called the indefinite article

The court of appeals treated the ITAIA as setting forth threshold

requirement for subject matter jurisdiction rather than substantive ele

ment of Shennan Act claim Pet App Sa see generally United Phos

phorus Ltd Angus Chem Co 822 P.3d 942 949951 7th Cir en
bane cert denied 124 Ct 583 2098 That issue has no bearing on the

question of statutory interpretation before the Court whether the

Sherman Act applies to Ibreign conduct when chthn by the
plaintiff does

not arise from conspiracys effect on United States commerce
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it is used to indicate definite but unspecified

individual as in man in our town When we wish to

refer indefinitely to single person or thing we say any as

in any man in our town any library book. Bergen Evans

Cornelia Evans Dictionary of Contemporary American

Usage 1257. Thus the article is far too slender reed

on which to rest the conclusion that Congress intended to

give Section 6a2 an unprecedented world-wide scope when

ever any person in the domestic commerce of the United

States would have any claim under the Sherman Act based

on the same conduct.

Moreover the article in Section Ba2 is immediately

followed by the specific term claim. 15 U.S.C. Ga2. Con

gress surely intended federal court to examine not any

hypothetical claim but claim that is being asserted by
the party seeking to invoke the jurisdiction of the court in

the case actually pending before it. In other words the

reference to claim presupposes but leaves unstated that

the claim to which the conduct in question gives rise is

one advanced by the plaintiff In this respect Section 6a2
is just like Rule 12b6 of the Federal Rules of Civil Pro

cedure which provides for dismissal of complaint for

failure to state claim on which relief can be granted.

Surely Rule 12b6 refers to claim asserted by the

plaintiff in the case not by some other hypothetical person

not before the court Accordingly to recognize jurisdiction

in federal district court under the United States antitrust

laws over private action lacking the requisite effect on

United States commerceon the premise that the require

ment of such claim might be satisfied by some thfrd

pa.rtywould not be consistent with the sense of the thing

and would confer upon the court jurisdiction beyond what

naturally and properly belongs to it. Heckler v. Edwards
465 U.S. 370 379 1984 citation omitted. Instead the criti

cal inquiry under Section 6a2 is regardless of the situs of

the plaintiffs injury did that injury arise froth the anticom
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petitive effects on United States commerce Statoil 241

F.3d at 427 n.22Y

For similar reasons1 the Second Circuit in Kncnan 284

F.3d at 397400 erred in concluding that the only relevant

inquiry is whether the conduct that caused the anticompeti

tive domestic effect violated the substantive provisions of

the antitrust laws such that the government would have

valid claim for injunctive relief under Section of the Sher

man Act 15 U.S.C Under that view the phrase gives

rise to claim adds nothing because the United States

always has claim under Section of the Sherman Act

whenever that Act is violated Nor is there any suggestion

in the FTATAs text that Congress intended the availability

of relief under the Sherman Act to ton on whether the

government would have claimparticularly since the

FTAIA equally governs whether private party may seek

relief and price-fbdng conspiracy that violates Section of

the Sherman Act 15 U.S.C does not givefl rise to

private claim under the Sherman Act in the absence of in

jury to the particular plaintiff See 15 U.S.C 15a provid

ing for private right of action to any person injured in his

business or property In short as the court of appeals in

this case pointed out view that FTAIA must be tskea

to refer only to defendants conthict tends to ignore the fact

Contrary to respondents contention the governments reading of

the statute does not mean that only injury that occurs in the United States

comes within the terms of the FTAIA Er in Opp 20-21 Rather the text

of the FTAIA requires that any anticompetitive injury whether here or

abroad arise from the conspiracys requisite effect on domestic commerce

See e.g Caribbean Brosi Spa Ltd Cable Wireless PLC 148 F.3d

1080 1086-1087 D.C Ci- 1998 while the situs of injury was overseas

plaintiffs claim arose from conspiracys effect on the United States ad

vertising market Moreover the federal agencies charged with the re

sponsibility of enforcing the antitrust laws do not discriminate in the

enforcement of the antitrust lnws on the basis of the nationality of the

parties U.S Dept of Justice Federal Lade Commn Antitrust En
forceinent Guidelines For International Operations 1995 reprinted

in Lade Beg Rep CCII 13107 at 20589-20592 Apr 1995
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that FTAIA does refer on its face to the conducts effect

giving rise to claimwhich even the court acknowledged

arguably refers to plaintiffs injury Pet App 21a

Thus when the court of appeals recognized that the usual

meaning of claim is private action Pet App 22 it

should have further recognized that in the context of

statute governing private civil action the words claim

are most naturally understood to refer to claim that is actu

ally being asserted in the civil action arising under that

statute Indeed we are not aware of any statutory scheme

that makes the determination of statutory coverage turn on

whether person not before the court fe hypothetical

plaintiff in aome other civil action has claim Ordinarily

litigant must assert his own legal rights and interests and

cannot rest his claim to relief on the legal rights or interests

of third parties Valley Forge Christian Coil Americans

United for Separation of Chnrch State Inc 454 U.S 464

474 1982 quoting Warth Seldin 422 U.S 490 499

1975 This is generally so even when the very same

allegedly illegal act that affects the litigant also affects

third party United States Dept of Labor Triplett 494

U.S 715720 1990

The implausibility of the panels expansive interpre

tation of Section 6a2 is confirmed by the fact that it would

produce results that Congress could not have intended The

panels holding would open United States courts to suits that

are strikingly localized to foreign countries Poi example
under the panels holding buyer in Nigeria could file suit in

the United States against its own Nigerian supplier if that

supplier was member of an international cartel simply by

alleging and being able to prove if contested see 22

infra that some unnamed third person who was injured by

the same cartel in United States commerce would have

claim under the Sherman Act

In other words under the panels reading of Section Sa2
once any person is determined to have claim arising from
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an injury resulting from the domestic anticompetitive effects

of conspiracy any foreign purchaser can piggyback on that

claim and sue for treble damages in United States courts

even when that purchaser is injured solely by that

acys effect on foreign commerce Pet App 4a Consider

for example an international price-fixIng cartel with wholly

foreign members that had annual foreign sales of $2 billion to

50 foreign customers1 and annual sales in the United States

of $1 million to one customer Because the domestic cus
tomer could aue based on the conspiracys domestic effects

all 50 foreign customers also could bring claim under the

Sherman Act even if those plaintiffs had no commercial re

lationship with any United States market and their injuries

were unrelated to the injuries suffered in the United

States Statoil 241 F.Sd at 427-428

No decision pre-dating the FTAIA has been cited that

permitted such suit Statoil 241 F.3d at 429 have

found no case in which jurisdiction was found in case like

thiswhere foreign plaintiff is injured in foreign market

with no injuries arising from the
anticompetitive effect on

United States market. Congress passed the FTAIA to

exempt from the Sherman Act export transactions that did

not injure the United States economy7 Hartford Fire Ins

Go 509 U.S at 796 n.23 and to create single objective

testthe direct7 substantial7 and reasonably foreseeable ef

fect testto serve as simple and straightforward clarifi

cation of existing American law7 ER Rep No 688 97th

Cong 2d Sess 1982 Rouse Report emphasis added It

is highly doubtful that the same Congress that intended to

codify limits on the extraterritorial reach of the antitrust

laws intended at the same time to bring ahout the sweeping

expansion that the court of appeals decision would accom

plish

The statutory text should also be read in light of back

ground pincipIes concerning the extraterritorial reach of

United States law As noted above see snpra
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although this Court has adopted general presumption that

Congress intends for its laws to apply only within the

territorial jurisdiction of the United States it is well

establishedquite apart from the FTAIAthat the

Sherman Act applies to foreign conduct that was meant to

and did produce some substantial effect in the United States.

And the FTAIA ratifies that fundamental proposition by

providing that the Sherman Act applies to foreign conduct

that has direct substantial and reasonably foreseeable

effect on the domestic commerce of the United States if

that effect in turn gives rise to claim under the Sherman

Act. 15 U.C. Ga The Sherman Act and the FTAIA have

thus supplanted any general background presumption

against extraterritoriality within those fields involving

effects on domestic commerce. It does not follow however
that general background principles are entirely irrelevant in

considering the further question presented in this case.

Here respondents alleged injuries do not flow from any

effect of petitioners conduct on the domestic commerce of

the United States e-g from sales to customers in the United

States which would fall within the rubric of Hartford Fire

Insurance Co. and the terms of the FTAIA. They instead

flow from sales transactions that occurred outside the

United States either entirely within one foreign country or

between seller in one foreign country and purchaser in

another. To apply the Sherman Act to those transactions

would extend the Act one significant step further than this

Courts Sherman Act decisions culminating in Hartford Fire

Insurance Co. and anything required by the terms of the

FTAIA. Such an application would regulate not merely the

defendants conduct their conspiracy to fix priced and

allocate markets and the remedies for persons injured by
that conduct in United States commerce persons who

bought vitamins from those defendants at supracompetitive

prices in domestic sales transactions It also would subject

wholly foreign sales transactions having no significant effect
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on United States commerce to regulation under our antItrust

laws by affording Sherman Act claim to injured purchas

ers of vitamins in foreign countries against the defendants

who charged them supracompetitive prices in those foreign

transactions See San Diego Bldg Trades Council Car

mon 359 US 236 247 1959 can be as effec

tively exerted through an award of damages as through

some form of preventive relief.

In Foley Brothers Fiiardo 336 U.S 281 1949 this

Court held that federal law requiring employers to pay

overtime for work in excess of an eight-hour day did not

apply in foreign country Because the statute and associ

ated cause of action were motivated by concern with domes
tic labor conditions the Court saw no reason to apply them

to conditions in foreign countries Id at 286 The Court

concluded that intention so to regulate labor conditions

which are the primary concern of foreign country should

not be attributed to Congress in the absence of clearly

expressed purpose Thict Similarly in EEOC Arabian

American OIL Co the Court declined to apply Title VU to

employment in foreign country in the absence of clearer

evidence of congressional intent 499 U.S at 255 In both

cases the Courts conclusion was reinforced by its deter

mination that to subject such transactions or relationships in

foreign countries to United States law would risk friction

with the foreign governments concerned So too here in the

absence of clearer expression of congressional intent the

Court should not interpret Section 6a2 to afford private

claim under the Sherman Act to foreign purchasers in wholly

foreign sales transactions which are the primary concera of

foreign country when such sales have no significant effect

on our commerce Foley Bros 336 U.S at 286 see e.g

McCulloeh Sociedad Nacional de Marineros de Hondu
ras 872 U.S 10 19 211963 Romero international

Terminal OperalA.ng Ca 358 U.S 354 382-383 1959
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The FTAIAs Legislative History Does Not Reveal An

Intent To Open United States Courts To Claims

See Icing Redress For Foreign Injuries Sustained As

Result Of Foreign Conduct

The court of appeals majority acknowledged that portions

of the FTAIAs legislative history could be read to support

the governments interpretation of the Act Pet App 24a

29a but concluded that on the whole the legislative history

favors an expansive interpretation because nothing in the

history affirmatively denigrate or exclude an expan

sive interpretation ibId The majority thus sssumed that in

the absence of express legislative history to the contrary

Congress must have intended the more expansive interpre

tationa dubious analytical approach to begin with for

statute that was prompted in significant part by perceived

need to clarify the limitations of the Sherman Acts reach

over international transactions House Report

More fundamentally however the majority looked for an

answer to the wrong question in its review of the legislative

history Because application of the Sherman Act to wholly

foreign sales transactions having no substantial effect on

United States commerce would be contrary to the most

natural reading of the text of the FTAIA and to the back

ground presumption against application of United States

laws to transactions in foreign countries the proper question

is whether the legislative history contains clearly ex

pressed intent to extend the reach of the Sherman Act in

that manner There is no suggestion much less clear ex

pression of such an intent See Statoil 241 F.3d at 429 n.28

Nothing is said about protecting foreign purchasers in

foreign markets quoting In re Microsoft Corp Antitrust

Litig 127 Supp 2d 702 715 Md 2001
The only explicit mention of suits by foreign purchasers

and the deterrent effect such suits might have is discus

sion in the House Report of this Courts decision in Pfizer

supra House Report 10 Pfizer however addressed
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neither the extraterritorial reach of the antitrust laws nor

the extent to which plaintiffs claim must have some con

nection to United States commerce Rather Pfizer held that

foreign government that purchased goods from United

States companies is person entitled to sue for treble

damages under the antitrust laws to the same extent as any

other plaintiff 434 U.S at 320- Although the Court in

Pfizer observed that suits by foreigners who have been

victimized by antitrust violations clearly may contribute to

the protection of American consumers Id at 314 the

Courts decision in Pfizer involved foreign purchasers

injured by anticompetitive domestic conduct and effects Id

at 313 observing that foreign governments enter our

commercial markets as purchaser of goods or services
The Court nowhere intimated that the purposes of the anti

trust laws would support the availability of private treble

damage action when foreign injury is sustained exclusively

as result of foreign conduct and the House Reports dis

cussion of Pfizer therefore conies no such intimation either

The remainder of the legislative history in fact cuts

strongly against such an interpretation For example the

House Report states that the Act preserves antitrust pro
tections in the domestio marketplace for all purchasers

regardless of nationality or the situs of the business House

Report 10 emphasis added.4 Such purchasers however are

markedly different from foreign purchasers who bought

exclusively outside the United States and whose in

juries arise exclusively from conspiracys foreign anticorm

petitive effects Pet App Sa Other passages in the House

Report uniformly tie the application of United States anti-

There was no Senate Report on the
bill and the brief discussion in

the conference report HR Con Rep No 924 97th Cong 24 Seas 29-39

1982 sheds no light on the issue
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trust laws to foreign transactions to domestic anticompeti

tive effect.5

Finally the explanation in the legislative history for the

language of Section Ga2 as ultimately enacted strongly

undermines the court of appeals interpretation The House

Judiciary Committee amended the relevant bill as proposed

by the Subcommittee to add Section Ga2 with language

that provided that such effect is the basis of the violation

alleged House Report 16 ER 5235 97th Cong 2d Sess

Aug 1982 Absent that subsection the House Report

explained plaintiff might have been able to bring suit in

federal court merely by proving beneficial effect within

the United States such as increased profitability of some

other company or increased domestic employment House

Report 11 The Report explained that the language the

Committee added would require that the effect providing

the jurisdictional nexus must also be the basis for the injury

alleged under the antitrust laws Id at 11-12 emphasis

added That passage unambiguously contemplates that the

plaintiffs claim must be based on injury resulting from the

See 5g House Report SInce Judge Learned Hands opinion in

United States Alv.minv.m Co of America idE F2d 416 443444 3d dr
1945 it has been relatively clear that it is the slims of the effects as

opposed to the conduct that determines whether United States antitrust

law applies ibid quoting Antitrost Div 003 Antitrust Guide to In
ternationai Operations 6-7 1971 would be miscarriage of Con

gressional intent to apply the Sherman Act to foreign activities which

have no direct or intended effect on United States consumers or export

opportunities it at bill would reinlorc the fundamental commit

ment of the United States to competitive domestic marketplace tel at

9-10 transaction between two foreign finns even if American-owned

should not merelyby virtue of the American ownership come within the

reach of our antitrust laws Such foreign transactions should for purposes

of this legislation be treated in the same manner os export transactions

that is there should be no American antitrust jurisdiction absent direct

substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect on domestic consumer or

domestic competitor.
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domestic effect of the defendants conduct in violation of the

Sherman Act.

As contemplated in the separate statement by Chairman

Rodino see House Report 18 Section 6a2 as added by the

Committee was subsequently amended to require that such

effect gives rise to claim The Chairman stated that Itihe

substituted language accomplishes the same result as the

Committee version but was preferable because the Com
mittee language may suggest that an effect rather than

conduct is the basis for violation Ibid. Thus Section

6a2 as finally enacted was intended to accomplish the same

result as the language the House Report described as re

quiring that the effect of the defendants conduct on

United States commerce must also be the basis for the in

jury allegedis. by the plaintiffunder the antitrust

laws. Ed- at 2. The decision of the court of appeals cannot

be reconciled with that expression of congressional intent

Important Policy Considerations Grounded In The

4ntitrust Laws Significantly Undermine The Court

Of Appeals Interpretation

a. The court of appeals interpretation of the FTAIA
would substantially interfere with the primary enforcement

of the antitrust laws by the United States Government.

Price-fixing conspiracies including those operating globally

are inherently difficult to detect and prosecute. Cooperation

by one of the conspirators through provision of documents

or testimony is often vital to law enforcement.

In light of those practical realities the Antitrust Division

of the Department of Justice maintains robust amnesty

program that offers strong incentives to conspirators who

voluntarily disclose their criminal conduct and cooperate

with prosecutors. Cf. Germany Am. Br Pet. Stage 14-16

discussing EU and German amnesty policies. Since 1993

the program has offered automatic ie not discretion

ary amnesty to corporations that come forward prior to an
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investigation and meet the programs requirements the

possibility of amnesty even if cooperation begins after an

investigation is underway and if corporation qualifies

for automatic amnesty all directors officers and employees

who come forward and
agree to cooperate also receive auto

matic amnesty Trade Reg Rep UGH 13113 Aug 10
1993 Critically amnesty is available only to the first con

spirator to break ranks with the cartel and come forward

The incentives transparency and certainty of treatment es
tablished by the program set up winner take all dynamic

that sows tension and mistrust among cartel members and

encourages defection from the cartel

The amnesty program has been extremely valuable to

enforceflient of the antitrust laws The majority of the Anti

trust Divisions major international investigations including

the investigation of the vitamin cartel have been advanced

through cooperation of an amnesty applicant The program
has been responsible for cracking more international cartels

than all of the Divisions search warrants secret audio or

videotapes and FBI interrogations combined Since 1997

cooperation from amnesty applications has resulted in scores

of criminal convictions and more than $L5 billion in criminal

fines

The court of appeals interpretation of Section Ga would

undermine the effectiveness of the governments amnesty

program Even those
conspirators who come forward and

receive amnesty from criminal prosecution still face expo
sure to private treble damage actions under 15 LLSO 15a
Potential amnesty applicants therefore weigh their civil li

ability exposure when deciding whether to avail themselves

of the governments amnesty program The court of appeals

interpretation would tilt the scale for conspirators against

seeking amnesty by expanding the scope of their potential

civil liability Faced with joint ahd several liability for co

conspirators illegal acts all over the world conspirator

could not readily quantify its potential liability The pros-
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peat of civil liability to all global victims would provide sig

nificant disincentive to seek amnesty from the government

From practical standpoint moreover the court of ap
peals analysis of deterrence is unsound because its focus is

on private lawsuits that often follow the exposure of cartel

by the government Such lawsuits are possible of course

only if the cartel is discovered in the first place private

action supplements government enforcement of the anti

trust laws but it is the Attorney General and the United

States district attorneys who are primarily charged by Con

gress with the duty of protecting the public interest under

these laws United States Borden Cofl 847 U.S 514 518

1954
In the governments judgment the amnesty program by

creating high risk of defection and exposure deters cartel

behavior more effectively than an increase in private liti

gation after the cartel has been exposed It follows that

deterrence is best maximized and United States consumers

are best protected not by maximizing the potential number
of private lawsuits but by encouraging conspirators to seek

amnesty and thus expose cartels in the first place

The court of appeals holding would also present risk

of undermining the foreign relations àf the United States

Germany major trading partner of the United States

expressed the view in its amicus brief at the petition stage

at that fbJy applying the United States antitrust Jaws

in cases where neither the plaintiff nor the alleged harm has

direct effects on United States commerce the court of ap
peals decision fails to respect the fundamental right of for

eign sovereigns to regulate their own markets and indus

tries We understand that other countries share that view
scheme in which United States courts would adjudicate

treble damages actions arising out of transactions that occur

wholly in foreign countries and that have no meaningful

connection to the United States would be likely to result in

tension with our trading partners and attempts by foreign
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countries to enact statutory counter-reactions to any judg
rnents entered in such suits See id at 11-14 describing

foreign blocking and claw back statutes and refusals to

enforce certain United States judgments It is for reasons

such as these that the Court declined to apply United States

law to transactions in foreign countries in Arabian Amen
can Oil Co and Foley Brothers See 15 s4u.pra

Extension of the Sherman Act to foreign transactions

having no substantial relation to the United States might

also undermine the cooperative relationships that this Na
tions antitrust agencies have forged with their foreign

counterparts in recent years In the cartel area conspirato

rial meetings frequently take place in more than one coun

try witnesses may be scattered around the world and docu

inentary evidence may be located in multiple jurisdictions

Effective prosecution of an international cartel requires the

ability to gather evidence in different countries and fre

quently coordination of investigative strategies among
multi-national enforcement agencies Because the United

States and many of its foreign counterparts now have similar

views on the seriousness of cartel behavior see infra 24
and effective mechanisms for coordinating investigations

the United States has become more effective in attacking

conspiracies that straddle borders But those cooperative

relationships depend on mutual good will and reciprocity if

our foreign counterparts fear that the fruits of their coopera
tion ultimately will be used to support follow-on treble dam
age actions in the United States that they perceive as

inappropriate cooperation may be strained to the overall

detriment of international cartel enforcement

The court of appeals decision also would be likely to

burden the federal courts with wave of antitrust cases rais

ing potentially complex satellite disputes For cases in

which defendants contest whether the Sherman Act applies

to foreign conduct covered by the FTAIA plaintiffs must

prove both that the challenged foreign conduct had the
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requisite effects on United States commerce and that those

effects give rise to claim. 15 U.SC. Ga1 and 2.
For plaintiffs whose injuries are sustained in United

States commerce proof of the FTAIAs prerequisites will

overlap substantially with the merits of the plaintiffs claim.

But for plaintiffs entitled to sue under the court of appeals

holding La. plaintiffs whose injuries are sustained entirely
abroad and arise from purely foreign transactions the statu

tory inquiry would turn on claims and persons not before the

court. Courts faced with such suits nonetheless would be

forced to adjudicate whether the challenged foreign conduct

was part of some global conspiracy whether that global con
spiracy had the requisite effects on domestic commerce and

whether some third person was injured in United States

commerce in such way that gave rise to claim. Pet. App.
4a1 20a. Those questions might be intensely factual hotly

disputed and difficult to resolve particularly when the criti

cal person and claim are not before the court. The court of

appeal decision thus would thrust upon federal courts the

potential for burdensome and protracted satellite litigation

that is far removed from the claim before the court.

d. The court of appeals failed to take into account any of

the foregoing considerations It rather believed that forc
the conspirator to internalize the full costs of his anti-

competitive conduct would provide maximum deterrence to

cartels that injure American consumers Pet. App. 32a The
theoretical possibility of additional deterrence contemplated
by the court however would come only at the expense of

weakening the ability of the United States govermnent to

discover the wrongdoing in the first place. The court of

appeals similarly overlooked that the primary deterrent to

cartel activity is the threat of imprisonment and other
criminal penalties especially when heightened through the

fear of exposure created by the amnesty program. Scott D.

Hammond Director of Criminal Enforcement Antitrust

Div. Detecting and Deterring Cartel Activity Through an
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Effective Leniency Program Brighton England Nov 21-22

2000 Based on our experience there is no greater deter

rent to the commission of cartel activity than the risk of im
prisonment for corporate officials available at chttp/Iwww

uscIoj.govlatrlpublic/speeches/9g2a him Criminal fines also

can be substantial as the penalties imposed on the partici

pants in the vitamin cartel demonstrate sup ra.6

The court of appeals likewise failed to consider the large

number of antitrust statutes around the world that deter and

punish cartel activity It is our understanding that approxi

mately 100 countries now have comprehensive antitrust

laws and at least one-third of those including most of the

major industrialized countries allow private lawsuits to re
cover damages for antitrust violations or provide for dam
ages in conjunction with administrative proceedings7 Pri
vate civil suits have been filed against the vitamin cartel in

Canada the United Kingdom Germany Belgium and the

Netherlands and class actions have been filed in Canada
Australia and New Zealand Pet At least three of the

four home countries of respondents have antitrust laws that

Persons who violate the Sherman Act are subject to maximum
statutory term of imprisonment of three

years statutory maximum cor

porate fine of $10 niillion and statutory maximum individual fine of

$350000 IS US.C Fines may exceed those amounts however as de
fendants may be fined up to twice the gross gain from the offense or twice

the gross loss to victims of the offense If those amounts exceed the Sher
man Acts maximum fine 18 U.S.C 35L Defendants may also be
ordered to pay restitution in the full amount of the victims loss 18 U.S.C

3668 3562A US.SG 8B1.1

Eg ABA Section of Antitrust Law Competition Laws Outside the

United States 113 218-14 316-1 911 10102001 Global Competition

Review Cartet Regulation Getting the Fine Down in 23 Jurisctiction.s

Worldwide 2002 Global Competition Review Private Antitrust Litiga
tion in iS Jurisdictions Worldwide 2004 World Trade Orgenisation
Working Group on the Interaction Between Trade nnd Competition
Policy Overview of Members National Competition Legislation Note by
the Secretariat WTIWGTCPIW/128/Rev July 2000 avaIlable at

chttp/hmvwtvtoorg/eflg1isJJhutopefcofllpe/coflpe Ithn
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prohibit price-fixing and laws that authorize private civil

actions by persons who suffer damages from antitrust viola

tions.5 These countries have enacted the remedies that their

governments consider appropriate1 and United States law

should not promote forum shopping that undermines those

sovereign judgments

PLAiNTIFFS WHOSE INJmLIES ARE NOT TIED TO
CONSPJRACVS ANTICOMPETITFVE EFFECT ON

UNITED STATES COMMERCE LACK ANTITRUST
STANDiNG

Even if the Court were to conclude contrary to our sub
mission in Point that the FTAIA does not limit the appli

cation of the Sherman Act itself in manner that excludes

claims arising from wholly foreign sales transactions with no

significant effect on United States commerce respondents
suit must fail because the Clayton Act does not in any event

offer cause of action in these circumstances

Section of the Clayton Act 16 U.S.C 16a provides

that any person who shall be injured in his business or

property by reason of anything forbidden in the antitrust

laws may sue for treble damages and attorneys fees

Despite that broad language Section never was intended

Australia Trade Practices Act 45A agreement is unlawfiil if it has

purpose or effect of fixing controlling or maintaining the price for

goode or services and Federal Court of Australia Act 380 ct

seq Panama Coast art 290 and Law No 29 of 1996 arts 111 per se

violations include any agreement that involves to fix manipulate arrange

or impose the sale or purchase price of goods or services or to exchange
information with the same purpose or effect 14.2 allowing suit by eny
affected party Law of Ukraine On Restriction of Monopolism and Pre
vention of Unfair Competition in Business Activities 1992 and Law of

Ukraine On Protecting the Economic Competition art 65 2001 The
situation in Ecuador is less clear but it does appear that damages caused

by cartel behavior which appears to be
illegal in Ecuador Cairn Code

arts 67 363 may be available under Ecuadors general consumer protec
tion and contract Jaws Ecuador Organic Law for Consumer Protection

arts 51 7087 Civ Code arts 221122412256
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to encompass every harm that can be attributed directly or

indirectly to the consequences of an antitrust violation

Associated General Con frractors 459 u.S at 529 accord

Verizon Comnmunication.s Inc Law Offices of flcr
Trinko 124 Ct 872 877 2004 concurring opinion of

Stevens Thus even if an antitrust plaintiff has suffered

harm sufficient to satis the constitutional standing re
quirement of Injury in fact the court must make further

determination whether the plaintiff has antitrost standing

re whether the plaintiff is proper party to bring

private antitrust action Associated General Contractor
459 U.S at 535 n.81

This Court accordingly has established several limitations

on antitrust standing based on substantive antitrust and

policy considerations For instance in Hawaii Standard

Oil Co 405 U.S 251 1972 the Court held that States could

not sue in their parens patriae capacity for damages to their

general economy Similarly in illinois Brick Co Illinois
431 U.S 720 1977 the Court held that the antitrust laws do

not provide relief to indirect purchasers who paid an en
hanced price because their suppliers had been victimized by

price-fixing conspiracy In Brunswick Corp Pueblo

BowlO-Mat Inc 429 U.S 477 489 t1977 the Court held

that plaintiff must show antitrust injury which is to say

injury of the type the antitrust laws were intended to pre
vent and that flows from that which makes the defendants

acts unlawThL And in Associated General Contractor 459

U.S at 545 the Court found that union lacked antitrust

standing to sue multi-employer association for alleged anti

trust violations after considering the nature of the Unions

injury the tenuous and speculative character of the rela

tionship between the alleged antitrust violation and the

Unions alleged injury the potential for duplicative recovery
or complex apportionment of damages and the existence of

more direct victims of the alleged conspiracy
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Those decisions establish that antitrust standing should

be denied to plaintiff whose suit would divorce antitrust

recovery from the purposes of the antitrust laws without

clear statutory command to do so
Brv..nswick 429 U.S at

487 accord Associated General Contractors 459 U.S at 538

observing that the plaintiff should be seeking to redress

injuries that are tied to the central purposes of the antitrust

laws In analogous circumstances this Court has inter

preted the Administrative Procedure Act U.S.C 701 et

seq and other statutes to deny standing when the plaintiffs

interests do not fall within the zone of interests protected

by the statute E.g National Credit Union Admit First

Natl Bank Trust Co 522 U.S 479 488 1998 Bennett

Spear 520 U.S 154 163 1997 see Malamud Sinclair Oil

Corp 521 F.2d 1142 1152 6th Cir 1975 applying zone of

interests analysis to the antitrust laws

Foreign purchasers in transactions having no substan

tial connection to United States commerce are not proper
plaintiffs under Section of the Clayton Act As explained

above there is background presumption that Congress did

not intend to regulate such transactions in foreign countries

under United States law and nothing in the Clayton Act

itself suggests congressional intent to afford treble dam
ages remedy The FTAIA did not amend the Clayton Act
and nothing in the text or history of the FTAIAa amend
ment of the Sherman Act suggests congressional intent
much less clear statutory command Brunswick 429 U.S
at 487 to displace the background presumption and create

treble damages remedy under the Clayton Act for wide
class of global plaintiffs whose injuries have no connection to

United States commerce To the contrary the House Re
port makes clear at 11 that the FTAIA was not intend
to alter existing concepts of antitrust injury or antitrust

standing And to conclude as did the court of appeals that

such class of plaintiffs may sue based on the rights of third
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parties who were injured in the United States conflicts with

basic principles of standing generally. See p. 12 supra.

The court of
appeals reasoned that foreign plain

tiffs paying of inflated prices in foreign commerce was

loss that the antitrust laws were designed to prevent. Pet..

App 35a The fact that respondents were direct purchasers

victimized by price-fixing conspiracy however does not

mean that respondents suffered the kind of injury contem
plated by Section of the Clayton Act when their particuiar

injuries did not arise from
anticompetitive effects on United

States commerce. Under the FTAIA the conduct of peti
tioners at issue in this case was unlawful under the Sherman

Act only because of its
anticompetitive effect on domestic

United States commerce Respondents injury which is not

based on any such an effect does not flow from that which

makes the defendants acts unlawful Brunswick Corp. 429

U.S. at 489 and therefore is outside the zone of interests

protected by the antitrust laws.

American antitrust laws do not regulate the competitive

conditions of other nations economies. Matsushita Elec
Indus Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp. 475 U.S. 574 582 1986.
Rather the central purpose of the antitrust laws is to pro
tect consumers competition and commerce in the United
States. Congress foremost concern in passing the antitrust

laws was the protection of Americans Pfizer 434 US. at

314 see 1A Philip E. Areeda Herbert Hovenkamp Anti
trust Law 272h at 358 2d ed 2000 FTAIA makes
clear that the concern of the antitrust laws is protection of

Amerjcan consumers and American exporters not foreign

consumers or producers. Turicentro S.A. v. Anerican

Airlines Inc. 303 F.Sd 293 307 3d Gin. 2002 Plaintiffs

injuries occurred exclusively in foreign markets. They are
not of the type Congress intended to prevent through the

or the Sherman Act.. Accordingly to award
treble damages and attorneys fees to class of foreign

plaintiffs whose injuries arise exclusively from conspiracys
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foreign anticompetitive effects would divorce antitrust

recovery from the purposes of the antitrust Jaws without
clear statutory command to do so. Brunswick Corp 429
U.S at 487 Matsushita 473 U.S at 582-284 nn
antitrust damages unavailable except where foreign con
duct caused plaintiffs injury in American market

The conclusion that the Clay-ton Act does not afford

respondents Suse of action is reInforced by the fact that

private suits such as this would undermine enforcement of

the Sherman Act by the United States Government which is

primarily responsible for
protecting American consumers

and markets All of the lower court decisions interpreting
Section 6a2 i.e this case Iuman and Statoil have in
volved private actions by foreign plaintiffs that followed

directly on the heels of criminal or civil enforcement actions
initiated by United States and foreign antitrust authorities
As explained previously the United States experience is

that the most effective method of enforcement features an
amnesty program that offers strong incentives to con
spirators to break ranks with and expose theft cartels by
seeking amnesty from criminal prosecution Greatly expand
ing the

scope of private follow-on litigation would weaken
the incentives to seek amnesty and ultimately weaken the

protection of United States consumers by making inter
national cartels difficult to detect See pp 19-21 supra
Opening our courts to suits with no connection to United
States commerce also would risk undermining the relation

ships with
foreign governments that are important to the

The court of appeals viewed respondents as proper plaintiffs because

respondents claimed injuries in the courts view suffered none of the
defects mentioned in Associatej General Contractors aura Pet App
36a-37s The factors mentioned in that decision however simply per
suaded the Court that the plsintia in that particular case lacked standing
The Court did not intimate that those ihetors were eelusive and explie
itly stated that Ta number of other factors maybe controlling In deter
mining whether

plaintiff has antitrust standing 459 US at 538
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United States enforcement efforts and would impose on

federal courts potentially burdensome and complex antitrust

suits brought by plaintiffs around the globe based on

transactions that took place overseas See pp 21-23 supra
of Associated General Contractors 458 U.S at 545 mas
sive and complex damages lItigation not only burdens the

courts but also undermines the effectiveness of treble-dam

ages suits Those considerations and the fact that such

suits are far removed from the core policy of the antitrust

laws to protect commerce in the United States establish

that respondents lack standing to Invoke the treble damages

remedy of Section of the Clayton Act

CONCLUSION

The judgment of the court of appeals should be reversed

Respectfully submitted
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